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T 1\'TTT",-.. t"''\~'!"T ~m-,- f\,..T 
- !· • .._ .... ~,.,_ ..:...,..\.) 1.../ .... ..L.. :.~ 
Statem8r1t cf t~e :?~:--otlcm 
:::>f ucently ]_:1;.blished college textboo!::s :'..n c:·::lected SLbject.-;:-.c.tt~r 3re~s 
in .:.;LS~rlG3S education .• 
1 To ::.~ead t!1e _?ublished textboc1-::s in selected fi ( ld.s of h riness 
yright dates putlished 1d.th:'..n t:1e last six years. 
Tc an.o.:.;;-:o the su'bject-matter 2reas ~'nc. classify t::;.eY'I for E:J.s:; 
3 To set up an c:;;thcr and t:i.tle index: for usc 1::1. th this 2n~1ot2 ted 
2 
the te. books. 
Lelimitation of 
busine s eci"l<.c<>.tion ~n tbe follo~dng subject-mc.tter r,re:as: accounting, 
Gret;,g hcrthand, u.nd typevrri ting. This invcs"':.igation is :_im::.. :,od t.c <J. 
Jtudy ·f textb·x/ks :;::uclishcd 'Within tte last SJ.X ~re.:..rs. 
'he 2,nnot&ti:ms 1;ri tten are short ::::.e;:;crirti'Jns oi' 1;l-.£<.t is con-
Le!.'L1i tions of ?sr1>s 
list c. ref~r~:1ce;s. accc'Tlp&nied by notes tl~o.t ::a~ :..n~.Lcc.tc.; t~>2 s1:<.':::ject, 
~;het::..c :,r ;1st a textbook is Clp_;)licable to t>.e C:)llebe c,r high schcc,l 
le7el, decisions of tr.e publishers uere ;_rsed in t::::..s r':;pcrt. 
1 
cod, Cart.e::.· r;., Editor, Jictionar;y ::_,f .Educatior::., !-:cGrav:-Hill Book 
Conpc:.r , Inc., ~Je"t-: York and London, 1945. 
3 
Organization of th~~ ;:)-';;.t:.dy 
n 1~orking out this project the fol1o~ti.r:.g chapters ~:ere ~~l""imecl: 
lem. 'hapter II is a review of related 1i tccatu:-:-e:. Ch:.:~l~te:r Ill .)rc-
sents he procedures usee in viTi ti::1g this project. Chapter :v is the 
<il1l1cta ... ions of college -t.extboo!:s in accounting, Gregg sbcrt~1anC., e:_;:-,d 
t;;-::'e ;-:r ting. 
L; 
CHAP!'ER II 
REVIEW OF R.EI..ATED LITERATURE 
his chapter presents brief reviews of bibliographies of studies 
·ng to business education. 
ax Herbert Freemanl has compiled a Bibliography of Research Studies 
in Bus'ness Education for the years 1920-1940. 
similar stuqy, Bibliography of Research Studies in Business 
1941-1948, was completed under the supervision of Elvin s. 
Eyste 2 at the School of Business, Indiana University. 
Journal of Business Education,3 May, 1949, contains an article 
"A Bibliography for Teachers and Students of Office Manage-
which includes a list of textbooks on the college level. 
obert w. Murphey4 in his book, How and Where to ~ It !l.Ez. gives 
· ng With Emphasis on Its Techniques, 11 by Jean W. Wayne,5 an 
Freeman, M. Herbert, Bibliography of Research Studies in Business 
Educat'on 1920-1940, Gregg Publishing Company, New York. 
Eyster, Elvin s., and others, Bibliography~ Research Studies 
~ Bus'ness Education, 1941-1948, School of Business, Indiana University, 
Prepared by National Office Management Association of Business 
Cormnittee, "! Bibliography for Teachers and Students of Office 
--~~~e~n~tL-11 The Journal of Business Education, Vol. 29, May,-r949, p. 27. 
Comp 
Murphey, Robert w., How and Where to Look It £EL McGraw-Hill Book 
,Inc.,l958. -- ---
ayne, Jean w., Indexing With Emphasis E.!!~ Technique, Special 
Librar· es Association, Ne1-r York, "i'9>5. 
:i. t ls listed 
edt;_ce.t · on for use on the ccllege level. 
" .·~ study completed by ~r:.>11c:ls :c. C;;rr-' c..v .::;;..sto:.1 J.<Jiver0.;.ty in 1951 
contains a biblio§.raphy of bus::..ness education materials for use on t-he' 
'· n 1953 :;:,ll~n Lnn ;~t.s5rove o.nd Ceorf,iD. uaze:l ?n-'~-~ C01i!j_)iled <.:.:;.d 
aru1o-;:,~ted a compreh.ensive list of textbooks in selected subject-me-J:-ter 
n 'Jusiness educc..ti:m. 
, 
~"~-,surove j 111e·1·1 i'rl'l .... ,r" ~-...,. :,.,r--r~-="'"' i'."")r.nl , __ ,:11~-·_1·ur~n·J-..~tE~c~ ~-·~,-,~0 
''-' o, J -"'-- .n LJ "''•-'-·'- .,.,__,, '--"~' b··'-' •="-''-' J ••• •-'-'- 'c~ ..... .-..i.·.J.~-
cf Bt..siness Textbooks on the College Level, Eajor Project, School 
of EC.,catioa, Boston Um.versi t'Y, L'954. 
( 
6 
f "Management Controls, 11 was compiled by Henry C. Thole •1 
his stuqy will present a brief description of the contents of each 
colleg textbook in the subject-matter fields of accounting, Gregg short-
hole, Henry c., Management Controls w. E. UpJohn Institute for 
Commu ty Research, Kalamazoo, Michigan, l9~3. 
CHAPI'ER TIT 
PROCEIURES 
7 
he purpose of thj.s study was to compile an annotated bibliography 
of se ected subject-matter areas in business education. 
1. The writer used a bibliography compiled by Ellen Ann Musgrove 
and Georgia Hazel Pruet a study completed in 1953, as a source of obtain• 
tion 
addresses of leading publishers of textbooks in business educa-
college level. 
A letter was written to twenty-one publishers requesting their 
business education textbooks. 
Index cards were typed with the following information: title 
of te tbook, author's full name, copyright date, number of pages, and 
price of textbook. 
4. The index cards were then used to t;vpe the gathered information 
in form to be sent to the various publishers to check against any 
amiss or errors. 
The returned lists were compared with the index cards and only 
textb with a copyright date of 1954 to 1959 were annotated. 
usgrove, and Prue, ££• ~., p. 5 
A E.st of p.:bli shi.ng houses and addresses as 1·1ell as the 
sent to publishers were insErted. i1 the appendix~ 
CHAPI'ER IV 
. ANNOI'ATED BIBLTOORAPHY OF BUSUJESS TEXTBOOKS 
ACCOUNTIID 
INTRODUCTION 
There is a growing interest for 
annotated bibliographies. 
Many of the books included in this 
bibliography are excellent textbooks which 
have been revised recently. These books 
will be of great value to teachers, prin-
cipals, administrators, and businessmen 
interested in accounting, Gregg shorthand, 
and typewriting. 
9 
Antho ', Robert, E., 'fJ.ANAGENE!\lT ACCOUNI'ING: TEXT AND CASES, Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1956. 
Pages: 690 
Price: $7.00 
Annota ion: 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTDD: TEXT Mill CASES is designed especially 
to teach accounting from management viewpoint. 
Accounting principles are given but without details that would 
in other accounting textbooks. Part I contains accounting princi-
ples, terms, and techniques together with cases and problems. These cases 
present real situations and are given for the application of 
these techniques. Part II deals 1dth the use of accounting information 
solution of various types of management problems such as control 
ruling. 
11 
dent >.Jith :)roule:ns o.nd evaluates the relative merits of proposed. soldions. 
lnclucied in this handbook are t:1e folloliin.g tcpics: acc01..:.nJ_,ing 
ir15; economics and t..ccounting; h.w and accounting; the infh:.ence of ::>drnial-
strativ~ agenci~s on accounting; profe:;s::.onal etl:ics in accounting; the 
education and tr<.i.ining of accountants; the development of e<.ccounting lJ:cLJ.-
ciples 'cy accounting societies; determ::.n~.tio:l c:.nd rJeasL.:::·ero;ent 'Jf business 
income ty accountants; fluctu.ating ~rice levels in rcl<lti0n to a.cc0unts; 
cost and vr,lue concepts; valuat:!.c·n of inv~~ntoriesj asset cost and ·!':x-pira-
t::i.cn; corporate stock ec;uities, parts I and II; trends j_n pr~sentation 
of ~ina.ncial statements and reports; the development of m .... diting stdnrkrds; 
2cC::;untant 1s v2rt in 1<-:bor relati:ms; trc:-:.d.s in gover:.1I11~nto.l accounting; 
and the future of accounting. 
Baily, H. Heaton, and 1-Jakefield, ~elson D., ILLUSTRATIVE ?RCBLEM IN 
FU!IID.AME:NTAL PHINCIPLES OF ACCOU!'-ITDIG, John 1~iley & Sons, 
Inc., New York, New York, 19.56. · 
Price: $2.7.5 
.Annotation: 
l? 
ILWSTR.ATIVE PROBLEH IN FUNDANE!\TTAL PRINCIPLES OF ACCCU~JTING, 
concentrates on a sound foundation of fundamentals. In order to support 
the principles of accounting, the problems are presented wlth a ledger 
and columnar journals, illustrative problem material, and are related to 
basic business procedures. 
Bell, Hermon F., B.ETAIL N!!:RCHDIDISE ACCOJ:NTING, SECOND EDITION, The 
Ronald Press Comparzy, New York, New York, 19.56. 
Pages: 473 
Price: el2 • .50 
Annotation: 
RETAIL HERCF.JI .... l.JillSE ACCOUNTD·lG, SECC!\TD EDITION, is considered 
the standard reference book for those working with retail organizations. 
This book is based on more than forty years of professional accounting 
practice performed by the writer. Specific problems with figures, math-
ematical formulas, and tables are presented throughout the book. It 
represents a sound adaptation to accounting theory and practice to the 
distinctive procedures, and problems of mercantile establishments. 
Particular attention is given to Lifo Method (last in, first out) of 
inventory determination. 
13 
Elocker, John G., 2~1d Heltmer, ~-J. Keitt., CCST .:.ccc:u~ll'IlJC, C:r<"'gt; Publish2.ng 
.l:::.ivision, !1cGraw-Hill Book Comp;;ny, Inc., XcH York, 1Tr::K York, 
1954. 
Pages: 623 
Price: $7. 2~ 
Annotation: 
COST ACCOUNTP:G points out object:.vec-: a:1d rn·occdl:..::'':)3 c;f ccst 
used bot~ by beginning and advanced students as a textbook cr <::? "- refer-
ence book. Even businessmen may be interested i~ this Look in or::.i.er to 
grasp the meaning of the principles of cost acccuntin.g a.s ;-;ell as the pr~c-
tices. This book is divided into four part.s: Part I--FundOJ,lentals of 
Cost Accounting, Part II--Accountin.g for Fro<i-:;.c-::.ion Cost3, Part 111-
Control and Accounting for Distributiorl &nd i.drninistrativ~ Costs, F:crt T··r -'- v--
Cost Analysis and Re~orts. Three practice sets accompany this textbook; 
Job Order Cost pr~ctice set, Process Cost practice sst, ~md Standard Cost 
_:Jracticc set. 
;': : 
1~ 
Brink, Victor z., Cashin, James A., I11TERNAL AUDITING, SECOND EDITION, 
The Ronald Press Company, New York, New York, 1958. 
Pages: 487 
Price: $7.00 
Annotation: 
INTERNAL AUDITING presents a thorough treatment in the direction 
and formulation of internal auditing programs. It also gives the details 
of verifying the accuracy of records. This textbook not only gives the 
basic a~diting material on the balance sheet accounts but it shows in de-
tail the extension of auditing procedures tc such operating activities as 
sales, purchasing, production, and distribution. It.vrEF.NAL AUmTING covers 
all aspects of the subject, and is a textbook designed for advanced courses. 
It is of value to accountants, auditors, and financial executives. 
15 
P~ges: 596 
Ani1otation: 
PRINCIPLSS CF \CCOUNTING is a uc.sic te:xtboo': f:;r first-;~·ear 
course. It is designed fer non-<>.ccounting m~jcrs as vJell as accoc.nting 
majors. 
The ccmple,:xity of demr..nds plc:ced vll ;cc:)t:..ntc:nts botL l;~r business 
and governments has reC'l:.ired a modificati.J:l of its )rccedures, principles, 
and terminology. This textbook is the result of the :;:oooling of ideas 
and experiences of 81 professors of accounting from all sections o: the 
country. The combined research :md practice that st::in.ds behind tllis 
textbook is monumental in scope and size. This book stresses the ''v;hy~' 
of each accounting proced-.;.re. The new teaching ap:Jro;:;.ch to acccunting 
whicl~ is the 11 clilsh appro.::ch" is developed. This princi-ple is illustrated 
thro1:..g~ small ?roprietorships engaged in bu~~ng and selling toods. 11'1' 1.ne 
conce:.~t of 11 value received" and "value given" is introd1..cc:c.i as <i practiccJ. 
device to teach the skill of journalizing. The outstandi!l£ feature of 
this textbook is its t~achability. 
A cash cycle, a credit cycle, a ad an adj u:;t:meut cydc rna:{e up 
the first hrclf ·Jf the book. It c..lso includes voucher and payroll pro-
cedures. The second half of th~ book, deals o-2.th partnerships, corpora-
tions, tax and mctnt;.facturing accounting, and management uses of .:;.ccountin.g. 
Crc.de:d problems and an ample nt;.mbcr :;f c:uesticas h;:.ve been 
developed for each chapter. Tv;o practice sets are L1cluded in th::.s took. 
16 
Finney, H. A., and Miller, Herbert, E., PRINCIPlES OF ACCCUNTI:NG: 
INTRODUCTORY, FIFTH EDITION, Prentice-Hall, Inc., E:1glewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1957. 
Pages: 772 
Price: $7.25 
Annotatio:1: 
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING: INTRODUCTORY, FIFTH EDITION, covers 
accounting principles, records, and statements. Theory and practice have 
been interwoven throughout the textbook. Terminology and definiticns have 
been made to conform with American Instit~te of Accountants standards. 
J.1aterial on proprietorships and partnerships is now in one section. There 
are optional topics which provide a link With the INTERMEDIATE VOLUME. 
Each chapter has a set of questions and problems. The practice sets 
have been shortened, thereby making them more interesting for students. 
17 
Finney, H. A. , and Miller, Herbert E. , PRINCIPLES OF A CCOUNTDTG: 
INTERMEDIATE, FIFTH EDITION, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1958. 
Pages: 955 
Price: $7.95 
Annotation: 
PRINCIPLES OF ACCCUNTING: INI'ERMEDIATE, FIFTH EDITION, 
presents a thorough revision with many new features. The first chapters 
have been shortened providing easier transition from the introductory 
level to the intermediate level. Working papers have been prepared to 
help the students understand and prepare statements for the application 
of funds. 
The chapter on theory has been completely redirected giving 
better presentation of balance sheet categories. New chapters have been 
added on cash flow statements, business combinations, income tax alloca-
tion, and the impact of the price level on financial statements. Partie-
ular attention is given to income tax allocations--a special phase which 
has received significant development in these last years. 
/ 
n 
18 
Fiske, Wyman P., and Beckett, John A., INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANT'S HANDBOOK, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1954. 
Pages: 1072 
Price: $10.00 
Annotation: 
INIDSTRIAL ACCOOI\lTANT'S HANDBOOK is written by internationally 
famous authorities. This textbook presents modern thinking on all aspects 
of industrial accounting. It fully recognizes the individual differences 
in each business. Detailed explanations as well as procedures, methods, 
and practices are given by the authors. 
The topics included in this handbook are: basic concepts in 
industrial accounting; cost, volume, and profit relationships; organiza-
tion for industrial accounting; cost systems; account classification and 
cost ledgers; the accumulation of basic cost; controlling overhead cost; 
building standards; standard costs in the accounts; the design and admin-
istration of business systems; machines for accounting; form design and 
control; forecasting and planning; inventory values and profit measure-
ment; control of operations and investment; pricing policies; internal 
check and audit; cost reports and analysis of results; material control 
procedures; labor accounting and reporting procedures; overhead cost 
distribution and application; distribution and administrative cost anal-
ysis; inventory control procedures; plant records and procedures; budget-
ing and budgetary control. 
n 
19 
Foulke, Roy A., PRACTICAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS, FOURTH Effi.TION, 
Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., New 
York, New York, 1958. 
Pages: 653 
Price: $7.88 
Annotation: 
PRACTICAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS, FOURTH EDITION, 
presents the analysis of thousands of financial statements that are 
based on actual experience. This textbook describes the technique 
used in analyzing 'What is behind the figures of a statement. 
Manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers may benefit by 
the guides given in yearly and five-year average in relationship to 
their financial condition. 
The following topics are included: background of analysis, 
analysis of small business enterprises, internal analyses of balance 
sheets; comparative analysis of balance sheets, income statements, sur-
plus accounts, and synthesis. 
GilJ..~s:~.)ie, Cecil, :::cs: ~:w·,:~cc:.,:-~rr.ra i~ND CGL~Ti.CL, ?~e;r1tice-::.~ll, Ir1c;., 
:..::;nt;,lOJ'JOd C1::..ffs, lkm J.ersey, 19;'7. 
~~- Jch CLrrent :~racticf;s in cost acc%nting 2.Yld its rehtt'!d fields. Ern-
phasis is e:;iven to reports f:;r managem~nt 2f cost accot<nti:J.g. The 
first v·,rt of t!::.e textl;ook deals "With smrll businesses dth very sim-
ple problems. The second part dec;ls with h.rge "uusin~sses -v;•:lCl'!"i t:-;.e 
need fer c.: co1:1prehensi ve understanding of the C':'st <::.ccounting sys-t·~r::. 
Grant, Eugene 1., BASIC ACCOIDITING AND COST ACCOUNTDJG, Gregg Division 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 1L4 
Price: $6.57 
Annotation: 
BASIC ACCOUNTING AND COST AGCOUI\l'TING summarizes in its few 
pages the basic ideas of general accounting and cost accounting. The 
author makes use of complete-cycle examples and T-account ledger. The 
author also discusses budgetary control, depreciation, forms of business 
organization, and income taxation. The book is divided into three dis-
tinctive parts: (1) accounting fundamentals, (2) elements of cost ac-
counting, (3) some accounting topics such as business organization, 
income taxes, distribution of profits, fixed assets and depreciation 
expense, budgetary control, and reading and interpreting financial 
statements. 
~~ 
22 
Hadley Editorial Staff, PAYROLL ACCOUNTING, Gregg Publishing Division, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 88 
Price : $4. 20 
Annotation: 
PAYROLL ACCOUNTING is presented under a dual aspect, account-
ing and law. It has been made very appealing to students who are made to 
appreciate and understand the payroll laws much better after using the 
practice set. Three units in one envelope: (1) textbook and narrative, 
(2) general records with material for nine weekly payrolls, check records, 
journal and payroll sheet, (3) miscellaneous forms and reports including 
general ledger and compensation forms, working sheets, personnel record, 
employee time cards, and government tax returns. 
Hadley Editorial Staff, PAYROLL RECORD KEEPING, Gregg Publishing Division, 
McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1955. 
Price: $1.58 
Annotation: 
PAYROLL RECORD KEEPING presents the technique of payroll record 
keeping on a 20-hour vocational course, however, no bookkeeping knowledge 
is required. It can be part of any business training class: bookkeeping, 
secretarial training, clerical and office practice, basic business, or 
office machines. This course covers instruction on Federal and state laws 
affecting payroll procedure including the Federal Social Security Act, 
state unemployment insurance laws, Federal Fair Labor Standard Act, state 
workman's compensation laws, and withholding provisions of the Federal 
income tax legislation. 
Heckert, J. Brooks, and 1nlson, James D., BUSHJESS BUIXl:ETING AND CONTROL, 
SECOND EillTION, The Ronald Press Company, New York, New York, 
1955. 
Pages: 441 
Price: $7.50 
Annotation: 
BUSINESS BUIDETING AND C011TRCL, SECO~"D EillTION, is the textbook 
with comprehensive treatment of budgeting principles, methods, and pro-
cedures. }~nagement is emphasized throughout this volume. One point that 
makes this textbook very valuable is that the material is applicable to 
all types of business. The opening chapters give an over-all view of budg-
etary controls giving the reader a grasp of principles before he faces spe-
cific details. Then each phase of preparation and operation of budgets is 
fully explained step by step from the time the budget figures are construct-
ed to the time when they are compared with actual results. The use of a 
continuous problem following the development of a complete budget for a 
single compaQY from beginning to end is an important feature in this text. 
It gives attention to every item in the statement of financial condition 
and the statement of income and expense. Profit planning and the contrOl 
applications of budget are also covered. Liberal use of illustrations of 
reports, work sheets, and statements are given throughout the book. 
Hill, Thomas M., and Gordon, !'~on J., ACCCUNTING: A MANAGEMENT APPROACH, 
REVISED EDITION, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 
1959. 
Pages: 555 · 
Price: $7.00 
Annotation: 
ACCOUNTING: A MANAGEMENT APPROACH, REVISED EDITION, appeals 
to students of accounting who do not intend becoming accountants. They 
wish to have a knowledge of accounting because of the future use in 
making decisions, in planning activities, and maintaining the operation 
of a business. It is a valuable aid to business administrators. The 
REVISED EDITION includes the illustration of the transaction analysis in 
a manufacturing situation. Throughout the textbook attention is focused 
on accumulation, organization, and interpretation of the individual busi-
ness enterprise. Part I treats of accounting methods, its basic concepts 
and techniques, and an analysis of business transactions. Part II covers 
the measurement of capital and income. It is analyzed, described, and 
outlined in financial statements. Part III deals with the limitations of 
accounting as a management tool. This part deals with the planning and 
the control of the business enterprise. 
llolrne;;, .. --~rti11;r 1V., an.c~ otho::rs, EL~:Sl\~l~.RY -~-~css~:!\:rri::c-, ··-rs~,"'l ~~D ~~.:I'l-:ICI~~, 
Eich2rd J, :rt-rin, Inc,, HomeciO:>(:, Ill:..nois, 19;'(. 
?rice.: $7,00 
~1.:1r1ot::.. ti cr..: 
way; it seems more usable than the previous edi tier:. tec2-.:..se of its selsc-
tive materic;l, v-'ith improved illt..stratioDs E.nd the manj ~f.~:.ch1~lg <:~:..cs 
students. Though the authcrs h<:ve kept it elementary, :-he terr:i.a:;lO!Q' 
has ueen brought u2;-tc-date tr1 ugre.:.o ciith tl:":c: recom:<Jcndc:.::.i :as cf the.. pro-
fessional accounting organizations, 
;:ro:)rieto:r-ship, pc.rtnership, corporal~ion accol<<T!:.ing, rm:..nu.factl;ring and 
cost accounting. 
26 
Iiclrr:es, f.1:-tl1ur !} .. , .AU~I::I~;G; ~~~~CIT::'2<: .:~:.L ":"~~ .. c-::.~:L:, ~~:7ri EJI=:LCTr, 
Rich~r3 L. Irwin, Inc., Tiomewccd, l!Jin0is, 19~7. 
?a~es: 
?ri ce : ~ 7 • ;' 0 
} .. rlilotc·~icn: 
::..at.crr~:-ol control. Tbe &v.thor has tried -:~ bring closer t.og"3thc::c &cco'Cnt-
3. Quality levels .:or c;cceptance or rcject5.on o:' d;;t& .• 
sarJ~)ling selection .. 
r:' 
..... Auditing of data produced by elec-l:.roYlic data processing 
ec;uipment; describes how· data are produced electronicc.lly <·:>d the result-
ing effects on &n audit. 
5. Com:)lete 2:'eorganizatior. of the sections of the tc0k dec.l-
:Ln& "''ith the examination of original :: >cor~:s. 
EC::i. ti en. 
snd _t:roblems retained frcm the :)revious eclj_·ci:Jn we;;re revi?'3d. 
,,.., 
"-I 
.Y:olmes, Arthur 11V., BASIC AUDITING FPJNCI?LES, Richard D. IrHin, Inc., 
Hcne-wood, Illinois, 19.57. 
Pages: 361 
Price : ~6. 25 
Annotation: 
BASIC AUillTING ?RINCIPLES is a basic textbook for one-semester 
auditing courses and not a condensation or abridgement of the author's 
AUDITING: PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURE. This textbook can be adapted to two-
semester courses with laboratory problems. It may be used vti. th .At~-:CIT 
PRl',..CTICE CASE, FIF'rH EillTION, by Holmes and Hoore whlch requires 60 hours 
of preparation or with AUffiT PRACTICE PROBLEM, THIRD EillTION, by Holmes, 
a twelve-hour problem. 
The subject-matter in BASIC AUDITI:NG PRINCIPLES is brief and 
comprehensive. The auditing principles, standards, procedures, and tech-
niques given in this textbook are applicable to any type of industrial or 
commercial business concern. 
Each chapter in BASIC AUDITING PRINCIPLES is divided into three 
parts: (a) the rn:-esentation of proper internal control features applica-
ble to a function or an item, (b) the presentation of internal and inde-
pendent auditing principles, standards, procedures, and techniques appli-
cable to the item, and (c) presentation of proper accounting statement 
standards. The first chapter presents the audit report as a whole. It 
is followed by an examination and development of audit working papers. 
The final chapter treats the legal liabilities of public accountants and 
the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Illustrative 
working papers appear throughout the textbook, if assembled they would 
constitute a complete set of audit papers. 
Holmes, Arthur W., and others, INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING, THIRD EDITION, 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1958. 
Pages: 850 
Price: $7.95 
Annotation: 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING, THIRD EDITION, provides a well-planned 
continuation of the elementary volume. Some of the outstanding features 
in this edition are: the logical sequence in which the subject-matter is 
presented, the modern way of presenting financial statements, the up-to-
date accounting of inventories and cost of goods sold, the inclusion of 
installment sales and consignment. The addition of accelerated methods 
and of depreciation methods as permitted under the new Federal Revenue 
Code are inserted in this textbook. Other improvements such as the mod-
ernization for corporate proprietorship, and the periodic adjustments 
to the accounts have been simplified. There is also material on pension 
plans, on net income determination, and on mathematical tables. 
Holmes, Arthur 1.-J"., AUm:T ·PRACTICE CASE, FIFTH ELITION, Richard D. Irwin, 
Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1958. 
Pages: Parts I-VI 
Price: ~7.50 
Ark'lota.tion: 
AUDIT PRACTICE CASE, FIFI'H EillTION, reflects the current 
accounting practices of medium-sized companies and modern auditing prac-
tices. The FIFTH EDITION emphasizes internal control as seen throughout 
the case. As a basis for this case, a new h~~othetical company is used, 
the Hollingsworth Gear Company. 
It is a medium-sized company manufacturing to customers' orders 
and specifications. A job order cost system is the basis of this report 
and also inventory control. A subsidiary ledger with manufacturing over-
head is used. 
lrJith the use of modern bookkeeping machines, there was a need 
for revision of original entry books. The outstanding change was the 
adoption of the "monthly journal" l>rith standard or recurring journal en-
tries. 
The paper work was greatly reduced for students, especially 
in inventories. Additional developments in the gear business, however, 
were brought forth by the exercise of a stock option of an officer of 
the company, the death of an officer who was covered under a company 
insurance policy, the purchase of an additional stock interest in the 
subsidiary company, and abatement of prior years' local taxes. 
Holmes, Arthur vl., AUDIT PRACTICE PROBW'l! METALCRAFT INC., THIRD 
EDITION, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1959. 
Price: $3.95 
Annotation: 
AUDIT PRACTICE PROBLE..~: METALCRAFT INC., THIRD EDITION, 
parallels the presentation of material in the FIFTH EirrTION of Ho~~es 1 
AUDITING: PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURE. The instructor has the privilege 
of assigning a different or extra assignment as the case may be. This 
practice problem has been thoroughly revised. The problem has been 
shortened to about twelve hours of work for the solution exclusive of 
the report, preparation of adjusting entries, the completion of the 
working sheets, and the preparation of financial statements. 
.,, 
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Irving, Robert B., and Draper, Verden R., ACCOUNTilJC P!?J_CTICES IN 
THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY, The Ronald Press Company, New 
York, New York, 19.58. 
Pages: 2.56 
Price : $6. 00 
Annotation: 
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES IN THE PETROLEUN HID'JSTRY introduces 
accounting of a highly specialized field--the petroleum ind~stry. 
This textbook presents the methods that are peculiar to the indus-
try. All the basic operations to the end products are clearly des-
cribed. Emphasis is placed on accounting for the crude oil produc-
tion phase wnich includes leasing, exploration, and drilling because 
at this stage more transactions occur. A glossary of terms and pro-
cedures of the petroleum industry has been appended, making this text-
book a most valuable reference book. 
Karrenbrock, JIJ. E., and Sim:Jns, Harry, i>.DVi,J\C~~ JiCCCul;:::':i~'Tr, SECCI;:; EJI'I'J:CE, 
CC?-T?iR7.J:ENSIVS VOLL~T.E, South-~Iestern Publishing Compru~r, Ne-1-: 
Rochelle, ~:ew Yor'<:, 1955. 
Pages: 948 
Y:rice: :)7. 00 
l.nnota ti oe1: 
recommended for a two or three-semester course. C•OOk -prepared for 
students v-rho expect to specialize in accot<:1tiug '''0rk. The strenbth lies 
:;."" its careful organization a:1d teachabiE 0y. The difficr..lt principles 
c:nd. &:;})lications are presented thoroughly ;;md st.pported (iy illustrated 
exar~:;:,les. The: content covers accountir:g for 1::artnershiiJs, special sales 
procedt<res, consolidations, foreign exchai'l(;e, fiduclari.es, government<.J. 
r..nits, ancl actuarial .science. :n the second edition as compc.red 'iJith the 
iirst edition there is an ~xpansion of the treatmc:1t of partnerships, 
hom<!' office and branch office accountiag, C)nsolidated balance sneet, 
foreign exchange, receiversrap, li~idation, estates, tr~sts, and gcvern-
mental urri.ts. Each chapter is v..>ell proviCJ:ld -~rlth questirJns, l!::x:ercises, 
anu problems. The 1ong~r problems a_'Y'e ada.p~atio:1s of the Arnerican Ir..sti-
tute of Accountants problems which are ~sed in Cert:"Lfi ~d 1\,tlic ..:.ccount-
ant examim'.tions. 
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Karrenbrock, ~·I. z., and Simons, Harry, ADVJ",~JCED ..:~cccr~;TI::~:;, SECC!JJ EDIT:c,:, 
STATIJT!k.P..D VCLUYZ, 3outh-'";est~rn ?\.J:-_,1is::1ing Co"!pc.n;y, ::c:ri P.oche1le, 
New Y or'k, 1955 • 
Pages: ~28 
Price: $~. 90 
Annotation: 
reconr:nended for n one or two ... scmester course. It is un abridgerr,e;nt cf 
comprehensiv~ vol'L:.me, llovrev~r, :.he s't.tjects treated h&'T~ been selected in 
order to i:1sure the maximUtll ccver:::.ge of the.: mcst impcrtsr..t topics. This 
textbook is for accounting majors especially for these pn:parinf;; fer 
Cert::.fi~d Rblic Accountancy. The special feature tha.t makes tlL.s te~\:t-
b0ok outsta:1cling is the clear presentation of diffic:..·lt t.:;~;ics. The 
contents cover acco'(;_nt::.ng for partnersbips, spec::.al sales proceC.urcs, 
cc~1so1idaticilS, fiduciaries v:1.:::. act1;~5~al scie11Ce. 
at Lle end of each chapter. 
Karrenbrock, \rJ. E., and Simons, Harry, I~~f'.FJ1EDIATE ACCOUNTING, THIRD 
EDITION, South-1-lestern Publishing Company, 1958. 
Pages: 630 Standard 
992 Comprehensive 
Price: $6.00 Standard 
7.25 Comprehensive 
Annotation: 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOU11TING, TIITRD EDITION, both stand&rd and 
comprehensive volumes provide a well-organ:i.zed textbook 1-Jith illustrations 
and examples. 
The theoretical discussions are strengthened by the references 
made to the recommendations of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, the American Accounting Association and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. Both books are organized around the following plan: 
Part I--Fundamental Processes--financial statements, the accounting proc-
ess; Part Il--r.iorking Capital Items--cash and temporary investments, re-
cei vables, inventories, current liabilities; Part III--Noncurrent Items--
investments, plant and equipment, intangibles, long-term debt; Part IV--
Corporate Capital--paid-in capital, retained earnings; Part V--Analytical 
Processes--financial statement analysis, statement of application of funds. 
Kennedy, :-i2.lp!1 D., and !.!Id~l.:l1:!ln, Ste-vw.rd Y., ~·n~J.:•:~..~ ... LL ST.A'IE!".:~·:?S, 
~.icharC. D. Ir>Jin, lnc., Hom~n·rc0d, ::I:llinois, 19::'7. 
Annota.ti en: 
ments. I'riaciples of analysis are emphasized through its :;::-;:s~:1t-:iition 
&nd jpentir.:.:; reports. The advantages t.nd limitations of ~~he financial 
stat~ments are i;,i ven thrcut;h c..n.;;lytico.l methods. 
This text'Look presents g~ne:~;;.lly acc~.Jted terminclo~y 
principles of c.ccounting. It ~ls~ prov-ides excellent pr otl.:L'GS, 
:::.nd a varit'ty of questions. The prlce level dis::uss:i.on, vJhich ;.;<:<s ;;: 
si6.r.-:..fic<mt ra:rt -r earlier editions, cont::..~rues to '...e: (!nlph~sizec. Lmple 
mcuts S'L.Cb. i~1come 
) 
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Kohler, Eric L., AUDITING: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK OF THE PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANT, SECC:ND EDITION, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1954. 
Pages: 704 
Price: $6.75 
Annotation: 
AUDITING: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK OF THE PUBLIC ACCCUNTANT, 
SECOND EDITION, gives the students the meaning and the mechanics of auditing 
through practical training not only in theory but especially in practice. 
It brings the students right tPxough the operations from cash, receivables, 
inventories, investments, deferred charges, intangibles, fixed assets, de-
preciation, liabilities, capital, surplus, the detailed audit, closing the 
audit, financial statements and reports. 
Kohler, Eric L., PRACTICE PROBLEM IN AUDITING, SECOND EDITION, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1955. 
Pages: 172 
Price: $3.95 
Annotation: 
PRACTICE PROBLEM IN AUDITI:OO is especially designed to be used 
with the textbook Kohler's AUDITING: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK OF THE 
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, SECOND EDITION, however, it is an excellent supplement 
to any basic auditing textbook. It gives the students the opportunity to 
go through a real auditing problem as he learns the theory. 
Kohler, Eric L., and 11right, Ho"I-Jard, W., ACCOUNTING IN THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey, 1956. 
Pages: 291 
Price: $6.75 
Annotation: 
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ACCOUNTING IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNNENT is a textbook that shows 
the progress made in the field of accounting as practiced by the federal 
government. This book emphasizes the management of government agency 
rather than the procedures of accounting. Throughout the textbook the 
stress is placed on financial administration rather than bookkeeping. 
The following topics are presented: local-government account-
ing--the fund, the special fund, and the revolving funds; interf~nd trans-
actions; the general accounting office; the budget; treasury accounting; 
management controls; transaction controls; accounting for costs; internal 
auditing; revolving funds; property accounting; construction accounting; 
and purchasing., 
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Lasser, J. K., STANDARD HAI\TDBOOK FOR ACCOUNTANTS, The Gregg Publishing 
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 
1956 
Pages: '9287 
Price: 
Annotation: 
STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ACCOUNTANTS gives practicing accountants 
the answer to many questions. These answers come from ideas and experi-
ence of 65 experts in the field. The book gives ways how to organize an 
accountant's office, handle auditi, assist in designs and control of 
forms and systems, prepare reports and statements. This textbook in-
eludes a section on accounting fundamentals. Special attention is given 
to Certified Public Accountant problems throughout the book. 
Lasser, J. R., STANDARD F .. ANDBOOK OF BUSINESS TAX TECHNIQUES, Gregg 
Publishing Division, l!cGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New 
York, New York, 1957. 
Pages: 568 
Price: $5.20 
Annotation: 
ST .. \NDA.RD HANDBOOK OF BUSINESS TAX TECHNIQUES presents to the 
businessman the understanding of the implications of income tax and the 
profitable decisions that he may take as he faces day by day problems. 
This book gives many examples of practical applications. It also shows 
tax in relation to the form of a business, income and deductions, com-
pensation, development costs, buying and selling a business, and other 
areas requiring management decisions. It helps to choose the right 
course in the case of a larger or smaller tax, deferra1 or no tax. It 
also helps the reader seek expert advice when it is needed and how to 
get the most of it. 
Lall.rrence, W. B., and Ruswinckel, John H., COST A.CCOUNTHD, FOURTH EDITION, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1954. 
Pages: 768 
Price: $7 .SO 
Annotation: 
COST ACCOUNTIFG, FOURTH EDITION, includes more material on 
inventory valuation, process cost, standard cost, and worksheets. It 
emphasizes the principles and procedures as applied to the elements of 
cost rather than on their treatment to job, order, or process cost. 
The following topics are presented: basic books of original 
entry, material cost transactions, material valuation and accounting, 
accounting for labor costs, accum~lation of indirect cost, application 
of indirect cost to products, use of departmental rates, periodic state-
ments, specific-order cost accounting, process cost accounting, account-
ing for standard cost, indirect costs under standard cost accounting, 
standard cost accounting, cost estimates and estimated cost accounting, 
distribution cost, direct costing, specialized cost treatments, the 
budget as a basis for cost control, costs and volume production, capacity 
costs, cost relationships, graphic charts, and uniform methods. 
Lenhart, Norman J., and Defiiese, Philip L., MONTGOMERY'S AUDITING, 
The Ronald Press Company, New York, New York, 1957. 
Pages: 766 
Pr-lce: $10.00 
Annotation: 
HONTGOMERY 1S AUDITING is in the Eighth Edition and is used by 
public accountants, corporate accounting and financial executives, bankers, 
lawyers, and teachers of accounting and auditing. Considerable emphasis 
is placed on the interdependence of the balance sheet and income state-
ments, and on coordinating the examination of related accounts. The dis-
tinction between internal accounting and internal check, the independent 
auditor's responsibilities with respect to each, and the resulting effect 
upon his selection and timing of auditing procedures are discussed and 
clarified; detailed questionnaires are included to facilitate the review 
and evaluation of internal accounting control and internal check. Impor-
tant features of this edition are the chapters on "Taxes" and "Management 
Services." 
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Longman, Donald R., Schiff, Michael, PRACTICAL DISTRIBUTION COST ANALYSIS, 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1955. 
Pages: 462 
Price: $7.50 
Annotation: 
PRACTICAL DISTRIBUTION COST ANALYSIS is designed as a basic 
textbook for college courses in distribution cost analysis. It offers a 
well-illustrated presentation of the principles and practice of distri-
bution of cost analysis. It is also used in advanced accounting courses 
and marketing seminars. This book has been prepared not only as a class-
room textbook but also as a reference book for accountants, market re-
search people, auditing firms, sales executives, lawyers,and business-
men. 
2. ,, .. 
j 
MacFarland, George A., Ayars, Robert D., and Stone, vfillard E., 
ACCOUNTING FUNDAMENTALS, Gregg Publishing Division, l-1cG!'aw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 623 
Price: $7.09 
Annotation: 
ACCOONTING FUNDAMENTALS, THIRD EillTION, gives accounting majors 
a sound basis for further accounting studies but it may be used by non-
majors as a terminal course. The basic procedures and accounting techniques 
are presented in the twelve chapters. The remaining chapters deal with a 
more detailed study of financial statements, its mode of presentation, and 
their values in the statement. 
The following topics are included: the significance of account-
ing, accounts--their construction, the accounting cycle, controlling ac-
counts, special and columnar journals, cash and petty cash system, accounts 
receivable--bad debts, inventories and investments, negotiable instruments, 
interest and discount, fixed assets, payroll and payroll taxes, manufactur-
ing accounts and statements, voucher system, partnership, corporations, 
restricted retained earnings and funds, bonds, and analysis of financial 
statements. 
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~ice: $6.50 
Annotation: 
P.Ev:;:SED EDITICN, defines th'J c.ims as follNJs: (l) to proseat fu.ndc.r-,c:-1-
tal theory of accounting, (2) to introd .... ce st-r;dents tc anal;T::.ical .::spec~"' 
apply to 0:1-the-job situations. 
The neli feah:..res of the revised edi.tion consists of ne-v; :::ret ... 
lems that have teen tested in the classroJr~; it hc.s tl:re:e new ?ractic6 
::oets-cnc fer ~; one-J.ep;:;:ctment business, one :::.>r 
and one for a man"W.facturing enter;r~se.. :;:t yl"'cc~ <:. grea.tel' emphans 2n 
in a sr.nother and clearer 1r1ay; new chaptE:rs have been add.eu em )J:'OCess 
accO'v.nting and stater1(;)nt analysis. :'he intr;:;ciuctory cr~<>pter coordin.::"te.s 
acco1mting t-.rith cur economic system. This re,,-::_ seC: edition incL;de3 nG-w 
material such as a syste'r :::1' goods solu, d.e;reciz.t:.cn, ::---c~.::;::.:.i.rs, payro1l 
R.nd social security taxes, depart:rrt<::r.ta:::.. <..cc::-~.;.:J.t::..rlg; cc-rporations, joe 1::-t 
cGsts, Lt..dgst:;, profit ~:::lo.anln~:., 9rcfi·i:, e:nd less an&lysis, :nd asset anal-
;t•s:..s fer control. 
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Nason, Perry, Davidson, Sidney, Schindler, James s., FUNDAMENTALS OF 
ACCOCNTING, FOJ~TH EDITION, Hen.~ Holt and Company, Inc., 
New York, New York, 1959. 
Pages: 928 
Price: $7.50 
Annotation: 
FUNDAMEI'-J'"TALS OF ACCOUNTDJG, FOURTH EDITION, is designed as a 
first course in accounting. This FOURTH EDITION places a greater stress 
on the understanding, the ability to analyze business enterprise from 
an economic viewpoint. This book gives the basic theory of accounting 
and emphasizes the uses of accounting data. FUNDANENTALS OF ACCOUtl'TING, 
FOURTH EDITION, follows the latest trend of business in making use of 
accounting in management control and internal control. Each chapter in 
this book provides the students with two sets of problems. One group 
is used for class discussion or outside work and the "Laboratory Problems" 
are the longer problems which accompany the textbook and may be used as 
projects. 
I,, 
~· 
Matz, Adolph, Curry, 0. J., Frank, George, COST ACCOUNTING, SECOND EDITION, 
South-Western Publishing Company, New Rochelle, New York, 1957. 
Pages: 838 
Price: $6.50 
Annotation: 
COST ACCOUNTING, SECOND EDITION, deals with principles and 
applications but with specific methods by way of illustration and appli-
cation. It is designed for a two-semester course. Each chapter stresses 
these four basic points of view: (a) the underlying cost principle, (b) 
cost determination, (c) cost control, and (d) the managerial use of the 
information assembled. This new edition has a wealth of problems with 
more than 100 new exercises and problems. Many of these problems are 
from the Certified Public Accountant examinations. Three new sets have 
come into existence with the SECOND EDITION: (1) the job order cost set, 
(2) the standard cost set, and (3) the process cost set. COST ACCOU~~ING 
is used as a tool of management and is stressed throughout the book. 
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~l1&utz, P.. :...., T .... ~'lliil~-[8~\:r-.:i~LS CF L\l7I:I7I:'JC, Jc:l".Ll1 ~·:ile:,: a UCl1S, I~61~1 Yo:rl(, 
r~;;w York, 1954. 
?ages: l4J 
.d.nnotati o:1: 
control. Though this text'Jco'< concentr;;-cte.s on ""' - . ., l.'I.Al1a~trne nt. aJ.. s 
r ·~ l' ~ r•' ~ ...,._,;.....,"\,.o~. 
interno:.l ccmtrcl; the -..udit program; verification of cash ;:;:1-~" C<iSb. tr;;~-:s-
c.f .L:1\1~11tories; verif~c.-.tion of investments; e:xa.min~.:t.ior~ of :!..iobili ti~3; 
" 
se·:Jker. 
us~J. '.::y profcssi.:::a<-.1 and p(;rsonal-service tiJ.terpris~s. ?:.:;.rti c<:<l;;.r em-
;:11C' it c•m be adapted to ._ny secrete.rial co-...:-:-::-~. 
Pages: 03 6 
Annotation: 
PRI7~GIP1ES CF c\~;DI'l'D!C, REVISED 3LTIC:;, h;:,s been so thoroughly 
revised -t.~c:t it is almost a new book. It 1r:as imp::::c:ved by tte many St:f,gss-
tl..ons e,iven by people who had used the b::-Jok. The nm; chapters are: 
Chapter 1-- At<di tin.~;;--Key Fac-tor in Fincncial Re;Jorting. Lt~di t-
in6 is introduced by presenting the auditor's report, "'::.he end-product of 
the at.<ditor's 1-;ork. The report is analyzed ;Jhrase by phrase, gh'ing ~.he 
student principles that gdde the preparation of the r·e:;.x·rt, the ,,,ork of 
the at..di tor, and thf! si~nificance of tte :report. 
Chapter 2-- The Pu.l:-lic Accot.ntant Pr:::.fession-:i.ncluded in t:~is 
chapter are these ne\J topics: (a) reasons why public accoLnting i'ir:ns 
arl? partnerships and not corporc·'~:i.cns, (b) legd liability of :n:.ditors, 
(c) electronic id&a processing, and (d) professional ethics. 
:-Toce;Jsss and :_::rocech."res f.::Jr gathering evidencE; 3.l1c.l~rzed. 
Some of the irn)ortant features of :??_::\GI?LES ~? i\.;.;;:)I":':i"l:c, 
J.EVISED EDITICN, are the reviev; ruestions .;~t the end cf eacl:-. chcpter, the 
cuesticns 1iThich require c;n;;;l::sis are ');_· brec!csr ·.re;luc. ':here are also 
eie;~Jt c&se studies at the end of the boo\:. 
Heye, Inc., 
Pat;es: 320 
Frice: ~:1.00 
;~nnoto.tion: 
b.U.0l':: n~CI'I.:!L CASE, FCURTH EDl'J:C'-::J, tre2ts social securit~~ 
and federal income ta.x ciatc.. Eac'h secticm i3 c:o :~rr:::.q:;ed .::s to folJ m.v a 
normal teaching secuence. '::'he student is provided vii th 1·orking ~:Japers 
and auditor's report of the --::receding year. These illustrc;te the tech-
n:ic;ue thC!t should be followed in pre-oarirlf; end St;.mma:c'izine; o. set of audit 
1wrking papers. 
The book is well illustrE-ted and ir:.cluC:.es such tcpics as: 
1::;rocecures, c:rlanc. ticns, miscellanc ous pc;,pe!'s, and recoro.s; z":...~ t proce~ 
d'~rts; ?relim4.nary work; trial balance; c&sh and _9etty cash; notes receiv-
able; bad checks; accot:.nts receivable; i:r.cntorios; prepaid expenses; 
liabilities certificate; accrued li.sbilities; CNltingent liabi"2.iti.:s; 
lngs; min<.i.tes; apportionment of e:::::::;cm:es; completing the c:t-dit; c::rr:rar-
dive st2tement forms for 19;'7; renort; general ledger; recorc;ls 
vouchers; ot<dit vJorking :)cops:rs; repo:::-t en cxaminat:i0n of c;ccc;t:.nts. 
! ' ( 
Mikesell, R. N., GOVER'!IJ}ffiNTAL ACCOO!\lTING, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 
Homewood, Illinois, 1956. 
Pages: 751 
Price: $7.25 
Annotation: 
GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTINGi REVISED EffiTION, is a comprehensive 
textbook which continues to place the emphasis on the 11wby11 of govern-
mental accounting. The book has been practically rewritten in order to 
clarify meanings. The author has incorporated recommendations of the 
Municipal Finance Officers Associations of the United States and Canada 
and its National Committee on Governmental Accounting. 
The revised textbook has been organized around the general 
funds employed in governmental accounting, namely, the general fund, the 
bond fund, trust and agency funds, sinking funds, workir~ capital funds, 
special assessment funds, and utility funds. Each type of fund is thor-
oughly described, analyzed, and illustrated. 
This basic textbook offers excellent material for courses on 
public administration and hospital administration. 
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!-1oyer, C. A., and Scovill, Hiram T., FUNDlu'VJEI-.'TAL PRINCIPLES OF ACCCUNTI!IJG, 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., Ne1v York, Nevi York, 1954. 
Pages: 631 
Price: $6.00 
Annotation: 
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF ACCOU1'TING covers the fundamental 
steps up to the complete accounting cycle. The presentation of the fun-
damental steps are well defined and supported by adequate illustrations. 
The second half of the book considers modern accounting and office proce-
dures. Included in this last section is accounting for negotiable instru-
ments; interest and discount; deferred items; accr~ed and estimated items; 
cash records; sales and purchases forms and procedures; the voucher sys-
tern; the payroll accounting; partnership accounting; fundamentals of cor-
porate accounting; analysis of financial statements; branch accounting; 
distribution of expenses and income by departments. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
Neuner, John J., and Neuner, Ulrich J., ACCOUNTING SYSTEHS--INSTALLATION 
AND PROCEDURES, International Textbook Company, Scranton, 
Pennsylvania, 19$5. 
Pages: 505 
Price: $6.00 
Annotation: 
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS--INSTALLATION AND PROCEDURES emphasizes the 
installation of a proper accounting system to fit the requirements of each 
business. However, this book has been written expressly for classroom use 
and is not intended as a handbook or a reference book. 
Part I is directed entirely to the general principles of s:rs-
terns installation and revision. 
Part II covers applied system procedures and take into consid-
eration the applications of these principles. This last section of the 
book analyzes many of the medium and small types of business. 
'/ 
Neuner, John J. W., COST ACCCJJNTING, FIFTH EDITION, Principles and 
Practice, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1957. 
Pages: 963 
Price: $7.25 
Annotation: 
COST ACCOUNTING, FIFTH EDITION, contains all that an excellent 
textbook can give to make COST ACCOU~ITING a very popular book among stu-
dents and teachers. The outstanding features are: teachabili ty, logical 
arrangement, simple explanations, modern up-to-date illustrations, plenty 
of problems carefully graded and integrated with the text, and three out-
standing practice sets--the Job Order, Process, and Standard Cost Sets. 
The illustrations have been improved and brought up to date. 
The treatment of managerial control through cost accounting,has been revised 
and expanded. The material on profit planning and control has been enlarged 
and refined. Three chapters have been devoted to discussions on direct cost, 
cost-volume-profit studies and break-even analysis, and decision-making 
costs. The FIFO method (first in, first o~t) of handling work in process 
inventory has been simplified. 
The new features which made COST ACCOUNTnn a favorite among 
teachers are: (1) the revision of all three practice sets to reduce cler-
ical work and a revision of the objective tests, (2) the addition of new 
problems to follow the sequence of subject matter, (3) a summary of prob-
lems for each chapter, (4) a simplification of process cost accounting. 
Certified Public Accountant problems also have been distributed throughout 
the textbook. 
Nickerson, Clarence B., COST ACCOUNTING, Gregg Publishing Division, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1954. 
Pages: 462 
Price: $7.35 
Annotation: 
COST ACCOUJ\'I'ING emphasizes the case method. It is used in 
order to develop the reader's ability to grasp facts and be able to 
analyze business problems, to reason out business situations and be able 
to make business decisions. COST ACCOU1"TING is meant to be a tool in 
the solution of business problems. Text material has been combined to 
the case presentation giving the reader a basic and better understanding 
of cost accounting. 
Noble, HowardS., and Niswonger, C. R., ACCOUNTING PIUNCIPLES, SEVEnTH 
EIITTION, South-Western Publishing Company, New Rochelle, 
New York, 1957. 
Pages: 742 
Price: $6.oo 
Annotation: 
ACCCUNTING PRINCIPLES, SEVENTH EDITION, emphasizes an under-
standing of fundamental procedure and accounting theory. The accounting 
cycle is presented by the spiral method. Included with the theory dis-
cussions are footnotes and cpotations and recommendations of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The new feature in ACCOUNTING 
PPJ:NCIPLES, SEVENTH EDITION, is the division of the end of the chapter 
into questions, exercises, and problems. Optional working papers provide 
convenient stationery for completing the problems at the end of each chap-
ter. Three practice sets are available: sole proprietorship, partnership-
corporation, and a manufacturing concern account. 
Pace, Homer St. Clair and Koestler, Edward J., BASIC ACCOU~ITING, Pfu~T I, 
Pace and Pace, New York, New York, 1954. 
Pages: 360 
Price: $6.50 
Annotation: 
BASIC ACCOUNTING, PART I, presents the fundamental accounting 
processes. The records considered in this basic textbook are limited to 
the two-column journal, simple cash, purchase, sale, and payroll records; 
general ledger; customers' ledger; and creditors' ledger•. 
Section I defines and explains the nature of accounting and 
various terms that will be encountered throughout the textbook. Section 
II describes and illustrates the meaning and use of double-entry book-
keeping. Sections III and IV introduces and explains journalizing and 
posting. Thay _give the function of income, profit, expense, and loss 
accounts. Section V outlines the reasons for adjusting entries, illus-
trates the procedures that are followed in adjusting and closing a set of 
books. Five sections cover the whole accounting process--all by the use 
of a simple journal and a single ledger. It illustrates and discusses 
the use of special records, separate ledgers for customers' and creditors' 
accounts. Section VI deals with cash and simple cash records. Section 
VII covers simple purchase and sales records, payroll procedures and 
related tax entries. Section VIII covers subdivision of the ledger, con-
trol accounts, a review of closing process, preparation of finanqial 
statements in good form and the analysis of financial statements. 
Pace, Homer St. Clair and Koestler, Edward J., BA.SIC ACCOUNTING, PART II, 
Pace and Pace, New York, New York, 1954. 
Pages: 392 
Price: $7.00 
Annotation: 
BASIC ACCOONTING, PART II, is designed to supplement and to 
broaden the understanding of those who studied PART I or some other com-
parable textbooks on the fundamentals of accounting. A large portion of 
the book is devoted to working papers, accounting records and systems. 
It also includes accounting problems dealing with partnership. 
Section I deals With the preparation of monthly financial re-
ports. Section II covers special forms of cash, purchase and sales 
records. Section III provides a full discussion on voucher system. 
Section IV explains the use of miscellaneous records of original entry 
such as notes receivable and payable records, c9lumnar general journal, 
cashbook journals, and journal vouchers. Section V deals with the oper-
ation of correlated ledgers, variation in ledger rulings. Section VI 
explains the advantages of comparison in the preparation of comparative 
balance sheets, profit and loss statements, and statements of working 
capital. Section VII compares the cash basis of accounting with the 
accrual, and illustrates the entries for the final winding up of a busi-
ness. The last section treats With partnership enterprises. 
r-:7 
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Pace, Homer St. Clair, and Koestler, Edward J., ALDJ:'l'ING, Face or:.d Pace, 
New York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 4.53 
Price: $6.7.5 
Annotation: 
AUDITING acquaints the st~dents w~th the principles and tech-
niques of auditing as may be applied to the critical and objective review, 
analysis, verification, and presentation of financial data. This textbook 
emphasizes the basic concepts of auditing and the typical procedures which 
may be modified or supplemented, since no two audit engagements are the 
same. 
Section I lays the groundwork for the remaining sections. It 
discusses the nature and purpose of auditing, the standards that are gener-
ally accepted, the techniques, the terminology, the ne6otiations, the field 
v!ork, and the audit programs. Cash counts and bank reconciliation are given 
detailed consideration. 
Sections II and III outline the procedures of records of origi-
nal entry, the audit verification of income items, and balance sheet items 
such as accounts receivable and payable. Sections IV and V deal with the 
audit verification of assets. Section VI outlines the audit procedures for 
liabilities, capital stock, an.d surplus. Section VII covers methods of 
indexing work papers, types of audit reports, and drafting reports. Section 
V~II discusses office procedures for the review of the audit work papers and 
report draft; for the mech~nical process of finsl report preparation; meth-
ods of fix:l.ng fees, time, and expense reports; special examinations or inves-
tigations; preparations of tax returns; and rules of professjonal conduct. 
Pace, Homer St. Clair, and Koestler, Edward J., COST ACCOU1IT1NG, Pace and 
Pace, New York, New York, 19.56. 
Pages: 576 
Price: $7.00 
Annotation: 
COST ACCOUNTI~G demonstrates the principles that need to be 
adapted from general accounting to the special requirements of manufac-
turing enterprises. Many types of cost accounting methods are illustrated 
and discussed. The use of cost data is well illustrated as it plays an 
important part in the decisions and policies of management. 
Section I discusses and illustrates the segregation of such 
expenditures from other expenditures under a procedure sometimes called 
"general accounting for costs." Section II discusses departmentalization 
of productive activities and the assembly of costs by operations or proc-
esses. Section III discusses charging overhead as cost on the basis of 
predetermined rates; the allocation of common costs in joint product in-
dustries; the nat1.<re and treatment of by-products; and the form and prep-
·aration of cost reports. Section IV covers job costing and job production 
control methods. Section V illustrates the use of both process and job 
costs in the same plant and the correlation of general and factory ledgers. 
Section VI discusses assembly and control procedures for direct labor and 
overhead expenditures, the allocation or proration of overhead to produc-
tion, and estimated cost procedures. Section VII considers all aspects of 
standard costs, including the analysis of deviations from standards. The 
final section deals with cost accounting from a managerial viewpoint. 
Pace, Homer St. Clair, and Koestler, Edward J., CORPORATION ACCOUNTING, 
Pace and Pace, New York, New York, 1957. 
Pages: 486 
Price: $7.00 
Annotation: 
. CORPORATION ACCOUNTIJ\U develops a thorough understanding of the 
nature of a corporation. It describes the way corporations are organized 
and managed. It illustrates the records peculiar to corporate form of 
enterprise such as the minute book, stock book, and the treatment of special 
accounting problems for a corporate organization. 
Section I explains the nature of a corporation; how an organi-
zation is formed; and how corporations are managed--directors' and stock-
holders' meetings, voting of stock, keeping of minutes. Section II is 
concerned with all phases of capital stock--kinds, issuance, reacquisi-
tion, cancellation, stock rights, stock book and transfer records, cash 
dividends. Section III deals with corporate financing which includes 
the sources of corporate assets, stock dividends and stock split-ups; 
bonds and notes, including the related problems of premiums and discounts. 
Section IV covers segregation 6f assets for special purposes, reserves of 
various kinds, and book value of capital stock. Section V deals with 
methods of corporate expansion, including combinations effected through 
merger and consolidation; and corporate dissolution. Section VI covers 
the preparation of consolidated financial statements when complications, 
such as the existence of minority interests, intermediate parent compa-
nies, and reciprocal stockholdings, are involved. The final section is 
devoted to the evolution and the preparation of modern financial state-
ments for general corporate purposes which includes annual reports to 
stockholders. 
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?e.ce, Homer St. 
Face 
Pages: L.86 
Price: :~7.00 
-~~nnot01Lion: 
SPECIAIJUIJ ACCC<:;~ITING presents var~o·u.s s~;ecial-typ~ si tt;ations 
of accounting. This textbook 'broc;dens 
accut;;.nt·ln~ ;;:rinciples cmd techniqtJ.es. Illustr~tions and explanations ~re 
given v.d. th the applic&<tion of principles to the fielC:.s covered in this 
book. 
Section I deals with the accounting procedures tc· the 
est;:otlish.ment and operation of domestic branches, foreign br<'llches, and 
foreign su'.:Jsiciar::.f:s. Secticn II covl.'rs department store :;;rocec.'-.r~s, r-;~D..ct 
i:1cludes the ret;;il inv~mtory, prodt;ction unit accounting, and. operating 
statements; it includes the ap~lication of tLc :retail Lrve.ntor,y :netllccl of 
chain stores and the e.ccounting for ir..stallment sGI.l~s. .3e:ct.:on III dec;,ls 
with consignment accounts, joint venture "".ccou.1.-i:,c, J.ccot..nti:lb for L1co:ne 
on long-term contrc..cts, and the fin-.ncing ,Jf J."ece;i'.rc:bl(}s ty LG..scotmt or 
pledg~. Section IV covers accountin6 for decedents 1 estates .. d1d tr1:.sts. 
Section 7 icals rrJith accounting procedures in the inst:::ncc ~,f u•mkr-c._ptcies 
c;.nd receiverships. Section Vl e:x;_Jlains th~' '' furldsn concept in nonprofit 
institutions, and covers specifically the accounti.ng prcced~.;,res fc:r ::wn-
profit institutions other than those cf ~~ 6~:Yvcsrnmental mt·w.'e, th:::t 
universi ti~s, hospitals, and membership-p1a:l t:rp".: inst:i. tvtions. S€ctio~1S 
VII and VEI cover accounting principles as applied to "::he affairs of 
mur1icipG1li ties. 
' ' I ) ' 
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Paton, William A., and Paton, Hilliam A., Jr., CORPORATION ACCOUNTS A~ID 
STATEMENTS, The Macmillan Company, New York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 740 
Price: $6.75 
Annotation: 
CORPORATION ACCOUNTS AND STATID<IENTS is a textbook that treats 
of the corporate form of business enterprise in a very intensive way. 
Since the authors knew of the growing confusion and misunderstanding re-
garding corporations, its operations and characteristics, they have pre-
sented this textbook and have described clearly and accurately all the 
implications of a corporation. The primary purpose of this textbook was 
to provide an advanced textbook to accompany ESSENTIALS OF ACCOUNTING and 
ASSETS ACCOUNTING rather than include a chapter at the end of these text-
books like many authors do. 
Special emphasis is placed on income dollar determination and 
reporting, common dollar reporting, present day problems of corporate 
financing from the standpoint of accounting, fund statements and other 
analytical devices, and problems of accounting for affiliated companies. 
Some of the topics discussed include capital-raising transactions, the 
capital aspect of stock option plans, mergers, and reorganizations in-
eluding the "quasi," stock "dividends," "reserve" accounts, stock rights, 
split-ups and conversions, "treasury stock, 11 discount and premium, pen-
sion and retirement obligations, major bases of revenue measurement, 
periodic deductions, and fund analysis. 
Three hundred problems are included in the book. These prob-
lems are based on annual reports, Tax Court reports, prospectuses and 
audit working papers. 
62 
Peloubet, Sidney W., and Heaton, Herbert, I~ITEGRATSD AUDITirTI, The Ronald 
Press Company, New York, New York, 19.58. 
Pages: 280 
Price: $7 .oo 
Annotation: 
INTEGRATED AUDITING develops the patterns of evidence, think-
ing, and verification which are the basis of all successful auditing and 
business control. The basic procedures of auditing are presented, each 
respective area is fully illustrate~and the practical techniques involved 
are clearly described. 1vorking paper preparation is discussed and illus-
trated fully. As a result of its integrated approach the book offers a 
comprehensive treatment of auditing theory. This book is not only written 
from experience but also from a teaching background. This textbook pro-
vi des an understandable and authentic guide to the practice of auditing 
and business control. It contains problems and cases that are particu-
larly valuable for staff training. 
Powelson, John P., ECONOMIC ACCCU11TING, Gregg Publishing Division, NcGravJ-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955. 
Pages: 500 
Price: $7.88 
Annotation: 
ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING explains the difference between business 
and economic concepts in accounting. This textbook is designed to ac-
quaint the reader with a general knowledge of accounting principles. It 
also gives the relation of accounting terms to economic ideas and points 
out the areas in which accounting is valuable in economic analysis. 
Topics considered in the textbook include: individual enter-
prise accounting; proprietorship accounting; corporation accounting; 
aggregate accounts; national product accounting; balance of payments 
accounting. 
" Pyle, William W., and 1rJhite, John Arch, FUNDAMENTAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES, REVISED EirrTION, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 
1959. 
Pages: 770 
Price: $7.00 
Annotation: 
FUNDAMENTAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES, REVISED EDITICN, is an 
excellent textbook for accounting majors. It treats all topics covered 
in a first year accounting course but it also leads the student into 
intermediate work fully prepared to meet any major textbooks. The point 
that distinguishes FUNDAMENTAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES, REVISED EDITION, 
from other textbooks is that it not only shows the students 11 how11 but 
also explains "why." 
The REVISED EDITION has taken a new appearance with its two-
color printed matter which gives attractiveness and usefulness to the 
illustrations. The chapters have been entirely revised and four new chap-
ters have been added. One of the important features of this new edition 
is management's use of accounting information. 
The first edition could boast of its abundance of cpestions 
and problems for every chapter but this REVISED EDITION has considerable 
problem material. In this new edition the problems are completely differ-
ent, the number of problems oo've been aJmost doubled, the new ones are 
closely correlated to the textbook material and presented in order of 
difficulty. Though the revision of the problems has been the outstanding 
feature of the REVISED EDITION, workbooks and working papers have been 
prepared to accompany this edition, also practice sets and achievement 
tests. 
I I 
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Rappaport, Louis H., SEC ACCOUJIJTING PRACTICS AND I'ROCEDURE, The Ronald 
Press Company, New York, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 555 
Price: $15.00 
Annotation: 
SEC ACCCU1TING PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE is a com:!"rehensi ve guide 
for accountants, corporate officials, la~ers, investment bankers, secu-
rity analysts, and those concerned with financial statements internal for 
Securities and Exchange Commission filing. Tlris book is prepared by an 
accountant >-rho specialized in SEC work for twenty years. It is distinc-
tive in two respects: (1) it organizes, codifies, and summarizes a wealth 
of official SEC information which has been scattered in many sources; and 
(2) it offers specific suggestions on troublesome points of procedure and 
interpretive advice on SEC requirements based on the author's broad experi-
ence in working with a wide variety of business concerns. This book ex-
plains the provisions of the Securities Acts, the reporting requirements 
and the procedures involved in the SEC's revlew of registration statements, 
prospectuses, proxy statements,and ether documents containing financial 
data. It describes in detail what must be done in a particular filing, and 
it illustrates both the problem and its solution wi.th examples taken from 
actual cases. The chapters on Regulction S-X are of particular interest 
because of the author's explanation and interpretation of each requirement. 
Schlc;ttl'.r. Charles F., .snd Schloi.tter, Fi 1 ,~ 2m J C~'"'·~rn · ,.,, .. ,,pr~nc 
, ~ ...~-.. l-J.. -- •' v.J..~. ... -... vv\.Jv .l.\tl.i. ... .'~ , 
J chn ~vi ley and s~ns, Inc., r';e:~ -:! ork, !;e1.; I' ork, 19~7. 
Price: $7.25 
Annotc;tion: 
CCST ACCCYJ!IT'IKG presents a thorot;.gh treatment of industri01l 
analyzed. 
The follovi:iD€ topj_cs are discussed: 
the .r ... ct.ory; cost e:ccountL1g for the factcry; introduct::_on to cc;st accot.nt-
ing for factory; introduction to standard. cost accounting; ::;er:LC':'ltial proc-
ess ccst acco1:.nting; job cost ~tccounting; materials o.nd supplies, labor; 
ourden <md burden bu%:,cts in job cost accou:1ting; cost re;:xrts; combina-
tion of cost "'.ccounting; methods; distriblJ.ti.on of factory overhead; b1:.dg-
eting and control of factory overhead; burden ap:Jlicdion; effect of vol-
ume on costs and :;:Tofi ts; ct;rrent st;:;ndarC. costs; .r,ccou~1ting .icr dst.::'i-
bution costs of marru.facturel~s; profit3 ;md lcsses re.sl;lt.ing from price 
changes; v1aste; spoilage; scrap; by ... produ.ct.s :;;nd jcint proC:.:cts; interf1st 
as a cost of manuf~cturing. 
" 
L. l Sherwood, J. F., and Chace, F. T., PRINCIPLES CF COST ACCOUNTING, THIRD 
EDITION, South4vestern Publishing Company, New Rochelle, 
New York, 1955. 
Pages: 296 
Price: $2.48 
Armotation: 
PRINCIPLES OF COST ACCOUNTING, THIRD EDITION, outlines an 
intensive, specifi~and practical course. It covers the fundamentals 
in a minimum amount of time. It stresses the three cost elements--
materials, labor, and overhead. They are then applied to the job 
cost system, the process cost system, and the standard cost system. 
After Unit V a job order set, The Mathews Hanu.facturing Company, can 
be used. 
Sherwood, J. F., and Bower, c. R., INCOME TAX PRCCEDURE, So'Uth-~vestern 
Publishing Company, New Rochelle, New York, 1958. 
Pages: 224 
Price: $3.94 
Annotation: 
INCOME TAX PROCEDUP~ offers a simple and nontechnical presen-
tat ion that individuals need to know in preparing .for indi vidua1f?, part-
nerships, and corporations. It is in textbook-workbook form with filled-
in returns model. Tax tables are included. 
Sherwood, J!c~oo~arN5o~,~~·EDf¥~o~~l~~ihc~:~te~g~~i!~f~Eg~~~ 
New Rochelle, New York, 1957. 
College Accounting: 
Pages: 728 Complete 
544 Parts I & II 
294 Part I 
Parts II & III (Bound separately, 10 chapters each) 
Price : $4.13 Complete 
3.19 Parts I & II 
2.21 Part I 
2. 06 Parts II & III 
Secretarial Accounting: 
Pages: 
Price: 
544 Parts I & II 
294 Part I 
$3.19 Parts I & II 
2.21 Part I 
Annotation: 
COLLEGE AND SECRETARIAL ACCOONTING, SIXTH EDITION, is especially 
recommended for junior colleges or for a self-contained comprehensive course 
in senior colleges. 
These books are divided into three parts. Part I emphasizes mer-
cantile and personal service enterprise. Part II deals with partnership 
and corporate types of organization. Part III covers the corporate form 
of organization. It stresses industrial or manufacturing type of enter-
prise. The workbooks correlate with the stuqy assignments in the text-
books. Practice sets are available with each part of these books. 
/',-., 
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Smith, C. Aubrey, and Ashburne, Jim G., FHIANCIAL AND ADHINISTRATI\lE 
ACCOUNTING, Gregg Publishing Division, :tv:cCraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1955. 
Pages: 493 
Price: ~7 .35 
Annotation: 
FINANCIAL AND ADNINISTRATIVE ACCOUNTIID considers accounting 
frOJn an economic viewpoint. This textbook V~rill give the reader the 
accounting knowledge necessary for everyday business situations. It is 
written solely for the individual confronted with economic problems. 
The book includes such topics as: nature of accounting and 
its place in the economic world; the statistical method of compiling 
accounting data; the accounting period; financial accounting--its under-
lying concepts; financial statements; financial accounting--cash, receiv-
abJ~s, investments, inventory, and prepaid expenses; financial accounting-
-fixed assets, liabilities, and stockholders' equity; interpretation of 
financial statements and analysis of working capital; financial state-
ments and price-level changes; organization for accounting control; 
accounting procedures and internal control--purchases, sales, inventories, 
and fixed assets; accounting procedures and internal controls--cash re-
ceipts, cash disbursements, payroll and sundry assets; administrative 
accounting--costir~ products manufactured; the forecast budget; cost 
analysis in developing budgets and standards; accounting reports for 
administrative control; the place and work of the public accountant; 
federal income tax--individual taxpayer, individual returns; federal 
income tax of partnerships and corporations--sundry tax considerations. 
7) 
Stettler, Howard F. , AUDITING PRINCIPLES: OBJECTIVES PROCEDURES, vlORICLNG 
PAPERS, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1956. 
Pages: 736 
Price: $7.00 
Annotation: 
AUDITIID PRINCIPLES: OBJECTIVES, PROCEDURES, /laRKING P.APERS 
is a stimulating textbook for students who wish to study auditing. It 
appeals to teachers of auditing, as well, because this textbook presents 
auditing from a very practical vie~~oint. 
The following topics are included: audits--w"hat and why; 
independence--keystone of a profession; internal control; evidence; the 
auditor's approach, receivables, cash, inventories, investments, property, 
plant, equipment, and other assets; liabilities, owner's equity; revenues 
and income; costs and expenses, and other audit considerations; standards 
of reporting; short form report; and long form reports. 
In the appendix may be found interesting material such as 
internal control questionnaire; American Institute of Accountants case 
study on internal control, no. 2; summary and conclusions--Securities 
and Exchange Commission; investigation concerning HcKesson and Robbins, 
Inc.; extensions of auditing procedure (A. I. A.); rules of professional 
conduct; statistical interpretation of auditing test checks (Article by 
author in JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, January, 1954). 
i' ·: 
( ' 
Tenner, Irving, MtH.liCIPAL AND GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING, THIRD EillTION, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1955. 
Pages: 640 
Price: $7.50 
Annotation: 
MUNICIPAL AND GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING, THIRD EillTION, has been 
revised so as to bring out all phases of municipal and governmental ac-
counting. This textbook shows the difference between commercial and gov-
ernmental accounting. It points out the laws that govern financial opera-
tions of a unit of government. The principles and procedures employed by 
the Municipal Finance Officers Association and the National Committee on 
Municipal Accounting are thoroughly explained. 
The new features of this third edition include: principles 
and standards of governmental accounting, classification of accounts, 
budgeting, the general fund balance sheet, general fund revenues, general 
fund expenditures, bond funds, special assessment funds, sinking funds, 
trust and agency funds, working capital funds, utility or other enterprise 
funds, general fixed assets,, general bonded debt, and interest-inter-fund 
relationships, cash, general property taxes, fixed assets, liabilities, 
auditing and financial reporting, accounting for hospitals, accounting for 
colleges and universities, cost accounting, and governmental terminology. 
Pages: 
.?r:.:.ce: 
7" 
1'-
articles by n;;ny of the most :_:rominsnt ccutril:~utcrs to professional 
v.'riting. These articles were compiled t:.nder the s)cnscrsbi? ~f sr£ 
kmericc..n Accounting As2cciation sad Here seJectEd ::m ttu c~t.cJ.i ty c!' 
thought and expression, and its accessibility for stt:.dent use. ~~ ~s 
~,rim<::ri::!.;y rscormnended as a basic textbook fer tte courses in advanced 
acco'-.!ntinb and advanced maaagerial accot:.ntir;g. It :_s & "nust.n f ~:·r 
.:Jrofessional library of every accounting instructc.r. 
-. .., 
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Tunick, Stanley B., and Saxe, Emanuel, FUNDA.l\1ENTAL ACCOUNTING, THEORY 
AND PRACTICE, SEC01m EDITION, ~rentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1956. 
Pages: 840 
Price: $7.50 
Annotation: 
FUNDAMENTAL ACCO'UNTING, THEORY AND PRACTICE, SECOND EDITION, 
is a self-teaching textbook which meets the needs of two groups of stu-
dents--those who intend to specialize in accounting and those who are to 
stuqy it as a tool subject. 
The first half of the book deals with instructional materialJ 
the second part has a variety of topics that the student may pursue ac-
cording to his needs. Accompanying the textbook are two practice sets 
and laboratory material. 
'Je:,nce, La-v;rence L., TECR.Y .A::D TECIU;IQUE U' COST .:~.cccmrn:·JC, ":EV..i.SED 
ELITION, He<rr;y Holt ~nd Compc:ey, lnc., He:·J 7or:.c, ::•:e-v: 1or!\, 
195'8. 
Pages: 5'36 
PriceJ: $7.)0 
Annotation: 
TH~OP.Y AND TECHN:~UE COST ACCS\.mrlNG, I'...EVISED ELI;;IOH, presur.:es 
that the user of tl:is textbook knows t!1~ ft:nC:.a'Tient::;ls of .c~ccountin&. Th.is 
textbook exr)lains cost ... ccounting and the different procedures of cost 
accounting theory and teclmiqt.o. The manO<E:,f'tnent clep2.rtment cf c..rzy company 
is I'l•)TC «nd more interested in cost a.ccot<nting, ::. ts dAI..ta "'-;~d T.ec.-::rd.3. 
on process cost which develops unit cost calct<lations ~v-here units are 
added in process; special attention is 6i ven the analysis t.h.:::. reco:.:;n:' zes 
;:;. n j 8int product" or "c~mbined effect"; :.here is or.lso tl1e inclusion oi a 
ch<:i:>1:er on direct costing. 
" 1·1elsch, Glenn A., BUIXJ:ETING: PROFIT-PLANNING AND CONTROL, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 19.S7. 
Pages: 487 
Price: $7.95 
Annotation: 
BUIXJ:ETING: PROFIT-PLANNING A1'Il CONTROL covers all aspects of 
budget principles and procedures. It places emphasis on managerial appli-
cations, profit-planning, and financial control. This textbook develops 
a comprehensive budget program and shows how such a program can help man-
agement in accomplishing the basic functions of planning, coordinating, 
and control. It is the ideal textbook for Executive Department Program. 
The following titles are included: budgeting for effective 
managerial control; budget construction and application; operation of the 
budget; miscellaneous budget considerations. 
Wixon, Rufus and Kell, Walter G., ACCOUtlTtL11TS' HANDBCOK, The Ronald 
Press Company, New York, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 1616 
Price: $1).00 
Annotation: 
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ACCOUNTANTS 1 HANDBOOK is a well-known handbook. Rufus Wixon 
and 1-ial ter G. KelJ, along with a board of 28 contributing editors, bring to 
the public and private accountants as well as to all who deal 1dth accounts 
and accounting reports, authoritative information on principles, rules, 
methods, and procedures needed to solve problems of policy or operation in 
the broad field of commercial and financial accounting. Such areas as the 
organization of accounts, the preparation of reports and statements, the 
design and installation of accounting systems, methods of budgeting, in-
tarnal control, and auditing procedures, provide a vertical reference li-
brary which is coordinated in 29 sections. Facts, forms, techniques, and 
the essence of successful practice are carefully organ.i..zed, illustrated, 
and indexed .for quick, dependable reference. In compiling this informa-
tion, the editors have consulted substantially the entire literature of 
accounting and allied .fields, including standard books, accounting and 
business periodicals, pronouncements and bulletins of leading profession-
al organizations, governmental reports and releases, and legal decisions. 
ANNOTATED mBLIOORAPHY 
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Balsley, Irol Whitmore, and vlanous, S. J., SHORTHAND TRANSCRIPTION 
STUDrES, THIRD EIITTION, South-Western Publishing Company, 
New Rochelle, New York, 1958. 
Pages: 2L.6 
Price: $3.36 
Annotation: 
SHORTHA~'D TRANSCRIPI'ION STUDIES, THIRD EDITION, is a text-
book that correlates shorthand and typewriting on a job production 
basis. This book proceeds to develop from the very first lesson the 
related skills of word usage, spelling, punctuation, and hyphenation. 
Transcription skill is developed in five stages: (1) from 
accu.rate shorthand plates, (2) from student5 1 shorthand notes taken 
from print, (3) from familiar dictated material, (L.) from unfamiliar 
dictated material requiring editing and revision, (5) from unfamiliar 
dictated material after notes have become cold. 
The dictation material is given in the teacher's manual. 
Gregg, 
Pages: 
Price: 
John Robert, Leslie, Louis A., and Zoubek, Charles E., GREGG 
SHORTHAND MANUAL SIMPLIFIED, SECOND EDITION, Gregg Publishing 
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 
1955. 
320 
$2.75 
Annotation: 
GRmG SHORTHAND MANUAL SIMPLIFIED, SECOND EDITION, is a basic 
textbook which includes all principles for the writing of shorthand 
symbols. This book contains 70 lessons. Every sixth lesson reviews 
each preceding shorthand principle taught. 
Although the second edition is basically the same as the first 
edition in shorthand outlines and organization, the second edition has 
many new devices designed to attract and maintain the student's interest 
such as talks with the student, step-by-step directions for each phase 
of shorthand study, reading scoreboards, check lists, and photographs. 
Theory is presented into smaller units with a greater stress in pre-
transcription training. Color has also been added for emphasis and 
eye-appeal. 
Additional material such as a teacher's handbook, a stv.dent's 
transcript, and a workbook accompany this book. Theory dictation 
tapes. and records are available. 
GreG6, John P.:-1::.ert, Leslie, lou:.s L., <ElG Z.Jc: 1:·e~.::, Charle? :. , GP'EGG 
S>~3D BFIIiSI'TC ~2:M~1J:FIED, 1)4'~~"'::-':' EI!ITiri~T, Gregt., ~'.Jlishing 
.Ji vision, ~"cGraw-Hill Book Compa:nJ, Inc., Eev.' I cr::, :;e.,; York, 
19~7. 
Pages: 44e 
kmotation: 
GP..EGG SPEED BUILDI~ ~:FrED, SECC'T'J EDI?IC'}J, is a textbook 
that c.c·n be l'.sed either for ":;hird or f:Jr,rth terrn fo:r the advanced C•Jurse 
in speed 'building. This textbook contains 36,000 1·':Jrcs 0f ·:,r~ct.ice 'l1ete-
:r-id in ~·rint ;:;nd 32,000 ·eT--::rds in perfect Gregg Si_mplified ;>lates. It 
continues giving attention to construction cf ne'h· -:n:tlines, to the rna.s-
terJr of :-::ore word families, to skill in wr~_tint;; )rc:;er n:::---:c: r::~ 2l;.:_:rt-
Sim;.::lined series is i lJ.cluded. 
Gregg, John Robert, Blanchard, Clyde I., and Ealdvd.n, Woodrow ~v., 
GREGG SPEEDBUILDING FOR COIJ..EGES, SIMPLIFIED, SECOND EDITION, 
Gregg Publishir~ Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, New York, 1958. 
Pages: 512 
Price: $4.25 
Annotation: 
GREGG SPEEDBuiLDING FOR COLLEGES, SDTPLIFIED, SECmm EDITION, 
retains the same pattern of a five-lesson plan as found in all Gregg 
shorthand program with slight changes in skill development and trans-
cription. This textbook~ JREGG SPEEDBUILDING FOR COLLEGES, SP1FLIFIED, 
SECCND EillTION, has been divided into three parts; (1) the brief form 
review, (2) departmental dictation and transcription, and (3) vocational 
dictation and transcription. Part I gives a review of brief fcrms in 
Gregt; shorthand. Parts II and III are organized according to the follow-
ing objectives: (1) building transcription skill, (2) mastering short-
hand theory, (3) building phrase skill, (4) building speed progressively, 
and (5) building sustained speed. Part II is especially devoted to spell-
ing improvement drills, shorthand penmanship drills, transcription English 
pointers, word and phrase lists, vocabulary prevlevls. Part III empha-
sizes transcription through common Y~rord hsts together with the short-
hand outlines and definitions. A special feat~re of this speedbuildir~ 
textbook is that the reading and v~iting practice is given in longhand 
~Thich gives the student the advantage of copying from lmghand to short-
hand. 
Green, H. H., APPLIED DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION, Gregg Publishing 
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 
1957. 
Pages: 127 
Price: $1.81 
Annotation: 
APPIJ:ED illCTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION is an integrated office 
project. It is altogether a new concept in teaching transcription. It 
is a ten-lesson series of dictation and transcription jobs based on 
actual correspondence provided by a number of real business organiza-
tions. The project is of special interest to students and teachers of 
transcription. A set of five-45-rpm records made by a variety of 
dictators' voices create an office atmosphere and give a realistic 
situation. 
Hosler, R~ssell J., Gr~bbs, Robert 1., and Wagoner, George A., 
GREGG TRANSCPJ.PTION FOR COLLEGES, Gregg Publishing Di vlsicn, 
HcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959. 
Pages: 256 
Price: $L.25 
Annotation: 
G3.EGG 'l'RANSCPJ:FTION FOR COLLEGES is a textbook designed espe-
cially as a terminal col.:irse. It shows the student how to combine the 
skills of shorthand, typewriting, and English in the process of type-
written transcription. 
The objectives are: (1) to provide for a systematic review 
of t:O.e major principles of Gregg shorthand, (2) to develop the student's 
ability to construct new outlines under the stress of dictation, (3) to 
strengthen the student 1 s ability to spe 11 and punctuate, (4) to train 
the student in the use of dictation and transcription techniques that 
will enable him to work efficiently under office conditions. The 
teacher's handbook contains supplementary di.ctatj.on material correlated 
with this textbook. 
Leslie, Louis A., Zoubek, Charles E., and Strony, Madeline s., GREGG 
DICTATION SIMPLIFIED, SECOND EDITION, Gregg Publishing 
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 
1955. 
Pages: 448 
Price: $3.28 
Annotation: 
GREGG DICTATION SIMPLIFIED, SECOND EDITION, is the second• 
semester textbook designed to follow either the basic or functional 
manual. 
It contains 80 lessons and it is an all-shorthand book that 
features the new training devices such as marginal reminders and secre-
tarial pointers. Pretranscription emphasis has been heightened with 
the addition of seven new transcription pointers. 
Each new assignment provides a carefully planned word list 
which helps in developing a broader writing vocabulary. Business letters 
have been increased to provide an automatic review. 
Supplementary material that accompany this textbook is the 
teacher's handbook, the student's transcript, and the transcription 
workbook. 
Leslie, Louis A., and Zoubek, Charles E., GREGG SHORTHAND MANUAL 
SIMPLIFIED, FUNCTIONAL METHOD, SECOND EmTION, Gregg 
Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New 
York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 448 
Price: $3.45 
Annotation: 
GREGG SHORTHAND MANUAL SIMPLIFIED, FUNCTIONAL METHOD, SECOND 
ED[TION, is a basic textbook stressing the reading approach. There has 
been no change in shorthand outlines from the first edition. However, 
the functional manual differs from the basic manual in three major con-
cepts: (1) It contains about 30 per cent more material~ (2) it omits 
the formal statements of rules, and (3) it contains a key to the plate 
material in the first 54 of the 70 lessons in the textbook. 
All the supplementary material of the basic manual may be 
used with the functional manual except that it contains the student's 
transcript. 
Leslie, Louis A., and Zoubek, Charles E., GRADED TRANSCRIBING TESTS IN 
GRJroG SHORTHAND SIMPUFIED, SECOND EDITION, Gregg 
Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New 
York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 128 
Price: $1.35 
Annotation: 
GRADED TRANSCRIBING TESTS IN GRIDG SHORTHAND SIMPLIFIED, 
SECOND EDITION, is a booklet of 54 tests, one for each of the lessons 
of the GRJroG SHORTHAND MANUAL SIMPLIFIED, SECOND EDITION. These tests 
consists of two parts: transcription of word lists and transcription 
of connected matter. These tests are used to check on student's grasp 
of theory, as graded exercises in transcription, as a progress record, 
and as a quick homework check. 
Leslie, Louis A., and Zoubek, Charles E., TRANSCRIPI'ION DICTATION, 
Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 384 
Price : $4. 73 
Annotation: 
TRANSCRIPTION DICTATION is a book of new-matter dictation 
in correlation with the 80 assignments of the GREGG TRANSCRIPI'ION 
SIMPLIFIED, SECOND EDITION. other features include punctuation con-
trol, shorthand preview, transcription preview, and office-style 
dictation. From chapter five on it stresses alertness exercises 
which require correction by the stenographer. 
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Leslie, Louis A., and Zoubek, Charles E., GREGG TRANSCRIPTION SIMPLIFIED, 
SECOND EDITION, Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book 
Compaqy, Inc., New York, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 512 
Price: $3.66 
Annotation: 
GREGG TRANSCRIPTION SIMPtJFIED, SECOND EDITION, is a one-
term course in vocational transcription. This textbook contains 80 
lessons and it is divided into four parts of sixteen chapters. Ninety 
per cent of it is new material. The student is given guidance in all 
phases of transcription: (1) what he does before he takes dictation; 
(2) what he does during dictation; (3) what he does after dictation. 
This book contains theor.y drills, transcription ward studies, pre-trans-
cription quizzes, office-style dictation, special short-cuts for expres-
sions that occur frequently. The appendix gives a complete list of 
brief forms and phrases, word beginnings and endings. A teacher's hand-
book and student's transcript are also available. 
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Lcuis ;.\.' Zcl:l'c::_, c:.:_~Y'~_9S z.' .~: rld ::~c::::.:~r, "R~1AS3el1. J. J ·:.T'~J~c;G 
SHORTHAI'-l"'D Sl:"=:'IJF:l:T!:D r'CR CCLLEG1S3, 'TCLUlfE I, SI:CCED l::.DI'I'ICIJ, 
Gregg Pu.blisL.:l& Irlvision, !-'::cCr~_\:-.;-::::..11 :Book Cornp<;tnJ!, ::..nc., 
i;e-w- York, Ne'v YorJ.c, 195'6 • 
.f'ri Cl~: ~4. 20 
CRSGG SHORTHAl~D SINPLIFIED FCE CCT."",c:C3S, VCLC1S ..L, SECC:;i.J 
EDlTlCE, is <· basic shcrt~;.:.;nd. textbook designed for us~ on the collee;,::.. 
l:::vc 1. TLe fl;.ndament<;.l principles are presnnted in ::::uc£1 .:. ri'lamv.•:t.· as to 
prc:.cti c~ mate:ri.._l ::.s interesti.ng c;nd in.f crrn-~ti vc to the ccl:'.eb:~ stc.:,.:.iont. 
business career. Volume I cont.:tins 70 lesr.~ons; the i':irs~:. 54 lessons 
cover th<:ory an<.i the &dditional 16 lessons concentr.;;..tl'!: on revievJ and 
introduce the .s-::.~.:.dent to skill 1;)uilc'iag. 
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Leslie, Louis A., Zoubek, Charles E., and Hosler, Russell J., GREGG 
SHORTHAND Slm'LIFIED FOR COLLEGES, VOIDME II, SECOND EDITION, 
Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, New York, 1958. 
Pages: 512 
Price: $4.17 
Armotation: 
GREGG SHORTHAND SIMPLIFIED FOR COLLEGES, VOWME II, SECOND 
EirrTION, is the continuation of the basic program of Gregg Shorthand 
Simplified for Colleges. The practice material is presented in an 
interesting way to the adult mind of the college student. Volume II 
features all the learning devices which characterizes the Gregg Short-
hand Simplified Series. 
en 
/~ 
Sister Mary Therese, ·::. S. F., I:~rNAluC SE!"'TlTE.'~1:: S~~.!.I.::':. :-;;.;.:.·~=:.~:c, Gregg 
fublishing Di v:_si on, ~!cGraw-Hill Eook Company, i·:ev< York, 
r-,i,,w v 1'.,.~,- 1 c~ q l\i\J .~...~~_._ ...... , -.~ .... ,. 
Pages: 175 
.;,nnotati .J!l.: 
encyclicals of Pope Fi~.s Y~;~. ic.rt Cne--cove:;:'s ''':his is Freeclom,'' tht: 
[>opular version of the encyclical, LIVINl RSLE}iFTCiil.IS (Cn ),tLeist:i.c ~:]rn-
rnun:i.sm). Part Tuo-d.eals v;ith "This Is Soc::.al J·c.sti ce, 11 the po:pcl<rr vcr-
sion cf the ")ncyclical, :;.u.ADMCESHTC ANNC (0~ the Reconstrt:.ction of the 
Social Order). Part T!1ree--includes ''Tbis ... s ~':.:.rri:::;.;,~," t?le popula.r ver-
sio?J. cf the encJclical, C.d.STI c;o:~?JBII (C.::l CLris·~,:.r-n. l'arri"tge). .?at 
':::'hrl!;e is the new .Zeo,tttre in "Shis book. 
Tllis '.Jook is only a supplement to the basic textbook. It ::.s 
2,:..1 ::::ce.::llcnt homelJGr!{ tc:ok for buildi~16 skill o;:~ well as spiri t1;al values. 
Ver;; little time sh-::1;ld be bi ven for class >-:ork, abcut ten mi:n~,;,t.e:s a clay 
oD~Y is reconunended by the author. This ·._~ook haE GO les:;o:1s. Eacl, o:..ssi..;rr-
ment begins with a 1-;armup on a vJell ... knovm script1:re t!'!xtJ a shorthand pre-
vi~1; of selechd words contained in the encyclical, a readL.:g and y;ri ting 
pr;:'-ctice exercise follm,rs v[f".J.ch contains a short ,;:ort::.cn of an encyclical 
and last there is a. 11 challenge to the stuc~ent, '1 t!'lrc-e ~'\.J..;:st.:_ c)ns :::::1 th~ 
':'his :.Cey c:ay be used as an aid to the stuU.ent; its gre·ater purposeJ hc.:K-
ever-, to encourage members .;:;f the stud~mt' s family to dictate the 
encyclicals to him. 
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Young, I. H., DIREG.rED HOMEWORK IN GREGG SHORTHAND SIMPUFIED, SECOND 
EDITION, Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 160 
Price: $1.94 
Annotation: 
mRECTED HOMEWORK IN GREGG SHORTHAJ..'D SIMPLIFIED, SECOND 
EDITION, is a self-supervising workbook for mastery of Gregg Shorthand 
Simplified. It provides 70 daily homework assignments, following in 
sequence the content of the GREnG SHORTHAND MANUAL SIMPLIFIED, SECOND 
EDITION. Every new principle is covered by a guiding question. The 
illustrative words, brief forms, and phrases are presented in sentences 
and are practiced in special drill exercises such as daily and peri-
odic planned reviews. 
Zoubek, Charles E., PROORESSIVE DICTATION WITH PREVIEWS, Gregg 
Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New 
York, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 320 
Price: $3.94 
Annotation: 
PROORESSIVE DICTATION 'WITH PREVIEWS contains 185 five-
minute takes at speeds ranging from 50 to 150 words a minute. This 
textbook is restricted to new-matter dictation. It may be used at 
any class level after the complett on of GREGG SIMPLIFIED MANUALS. 
ANNarATED BIBLIOORAPHY 
of 
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Bell, Mary L., SPEED TYPING, TIITRD EDITION, South-vie stern Publishing 
Company, New Rochelle, New· York, 19.58. 
Pages: 96 
Price: $1.08 
Annotation: 
SPEED TYPI:t.U is now in its THIRD EDITION. It is recommended 
as a regular textbook, although it is often used as a supplement. It 
contains all of the basic skills in typing and is designed to help stu-
dents gain higher rates of speed. 
It is also recommended for use as an intensive finishing 
course, for review and brush-up training, for periodic supplement, or 
in-service training. 
Bendixen, Ethel T., and Ricksen, Helen B., PRODUCTION TYPING, SECOND 
EDITION, South-Western Publishing Company, New Rochelle, 
New York, 1958. 
Price: $3.36 
Annotation: 
PROWCTION TYPI'OO, SECOND EmTIOK, is designed for the ad-
vanced terminal course in typewriting. Production skill development 
is emphasized throughout the book. Each lesson contains a short skill-
building drill and every fifth lesson is a speed drill lesson. 
The textbook is divided into 1 units as follows: Unit 1, 
Typewriting Clinic and Rough Drafts; Unit 2, Letter Review; Unit 3, 
Production Typing of Envelopes, Cards, and Labels; Unit 4, Verbatim 
Reports, Plays, Scenarios, Radio and Television Scripts; Unit 5, 
Tabulation; Unit 6, Reports, Term Papers, and Manuscripts; Unit 7, 
Executive Office Typing. 
There are 19 production jobs and 4 special projects in 
this edition. A range of time for each job is suggested for expert, 
average, and basic skills. 
The laboratory materials consist of related special busi-
ness forms, such as letterhead stationery, legal forms, carbon papers, 
gummed labels, binders, and envelopes. 
Blackstone, Bruce I., TECIDITQUE, SPEED, AND ACCURACY TYPING, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1956. 
Pages: 71 
Price: $1.80 
Annotationt 
TECHNIQUE, SPEED, AND ACCURA.!rr TYPIID shows the psycho1ogi-
cal approach of teaching typing after testing the principles of phys-
ical and mental learning. This textbook, therefore, is designed to 
teach typing with the greatest possible efficiency and show that stu-
dents can attain a speed of 40 wards per minute in 30 lessons. 
The word count system gives the number of strokes, and 
total words for each line of timed drills. 
Bowman, Wallace B., BUSINESS LE'ri'ER TYPING, South-Western Publishing 
Company, New Rochelle, New York, 1957. 
Pages: 122 
Price: $1.32 
Annotation: 
BUSINESS LETTER TYPING contains twenty-six models of 
letters of varying lengths from the very simple block style to the 
more challenging and varied styles. All letters in the textbook 
originally came from the files of business offices. 
Frisch, Vern A., APPLrED OFFICE TYPEWRITING, Gregg Publishing Division, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 44 
Price: $2.36 
Annotation: 
APPLrED OFFICE T~NRITING deals with real business firm 
activities based on the author's doctoral study. This 30-period kit 
of business forms include snap-out carbons, rough draft copies, hand-
written assignments and number drills. This practice set in clerical 
typewriting may also be used as supplementary material in typewriting 
classes as well as in clerical practice and secretarial practice course. 
Lessenberry, D, D,, and Wanous, S. J., COLLEGE TYFEWRITII~, FIFTH 
EDITION, South-Western Publishing Company, Kew Rochelle, 
New York, 1954. 
Pages: 354 Complete 
134 Part I 
220 Part II 
Price: $3.75 Complete 
2.25 Part I 
3.00 Part II 
Annotation: 
COLLEGE TYPEWRITING, FIFTH EmTION, is a skill builder in 
typewriting. This edition of COLLEGE TYPE"WRITING features many new 
devices for developing skills, techniques, building speed and control, 
and integrating basic skills into problems skills to production typing. 
Part I is planned for personal or introductory typewriting course, 
Part II and m are for advanced students. They serve the purpose for 
a full two-year course program of typewriting. The optional workbooks 
rhich accompany COLLEGE TYPEW~ING, FIFTH EDITION, contain letterheads, 
progress charts, and supplementary exercises. 
)8 
Alan c., Roi-n~, John L., <md lJinga, Fred E., TYPING P01~"ER D?C::LT .. B, 
Gregg Publishing .Division, McGr<nv-PJ.ll Book Company, New York, 
New Ycrk, 1956. 
Price: $1.39 
.Armot:ati on: 
TYFll~ POW1ffi DRILLS compiles ne•rly 200 drills for correcting, 
improving, and perfecting skill in operatint; tl~e t~,p~.n;rriter. Tr'e large 
number of drills on each step provides for improvement. T:,e drills 
appear under three indexes: by type, by name, and by purpose. T::-te copy 
matter is in typewriter form vri th a 60-space line. 
Ucyd., Ah.n c., Rowe, John 1., 1oJinger, Fred E., GFcEGG TYPE·ffiiTII\G FOR 
COLLEGES, Gregg Publishing Division, T-kGrau-Hill Bock Cornpa:cy-, 
New York, New York, 195'6. 
Pages: 225 
Price: $4.20 
Annotation: 
mastery. The first step teaches the basic m.achine cc:1trols and thtr next 
eight steps lead the learner to increase his typing rate as vzell as to 
apply his typing skill tc productj_on of letters, ta1:mh.ticns, and bv.sbess 
forms. Each of these steps contains twenty-five lessons, the J..2..st losso:1 
being a test on that part of the book. Horkbooks are &vad .. lablc for each 
part. 0£ CHEGG TYP.b'1"V~TING FCP. COLLEGES. 
MacClain, Lenore Penton and Dame, Frank J., TYI'E."i'lRITING TECHNIQUES AND 
SHORT CUTS, SECO~~ EIITTION, South-Western Publishing Company, 
New Rochelle, New York, 1954. 
Pages: 148 
Price: $1.20 
Annotation: 
TYPEWRITING TECIDITQUES AND SHORT CUTS, SECOND EDITION, is a 
special skill-building textbook containing 37 lessons, each of which 
is a warm-up drill, a 15-minute timed writing, and a follow-up exercise. 
The unusual feature of this book is that all copy to be 
typed consists of discussions of the various typewriting techniques. 
McGill, E. c., PRODUCTION TYPl~n, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey, 1954. 
Pages: 240 
Price: $2.20 
Annotation: 
PRODUCTION TYPING is a series of practical laboratory exer-
cises as performed by clerk-typists and found in every type of busi-
ness. Throughout the textbook the student learns the importance of 
good office procedure and techniques. The use of standard office 
forms stimulates the student for a higher business office position. 
~: ·. 
lCO 
Mother Anna Maria Griswold, O. S. U., CATHOLIC TIMED w1UTING, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1954. 
Pages: 93 
Price: $1 • .32 
Annotation: 
CATHOliC TIMED i-JRITIID calls particular attention to Catholic 
students taking typing courses. The 32 speed tests included in this 
textbook discuss the lives of great personalities such as Saint Dominic, 
Saint Francis of Assisi, and founders of religious orders, as well as 
Catholic action, that is, the movement in which the laity participate 
in the work of the Catholic Church. 
1·"., 
.J.L 
3cot-t, :Jcsle:y, E., I~zrrtiltcl1, ~Jilliam J., ::.!1C Iiertzfeld, itrthD~r, l~C~.Jt~J 
BASIC TYPE;,!P.:ITn:c, P:itm;:.n r"l;bhshi;Jg CorporC!tion, Ne'il York, 
New York, 1959. 
Price: 02.40 
An.'1otation: 
MOIIERN BASIC TY:FI.;,ffil'ID:G is 2.n ?8-leosson textucok f~r ~)ersonal ... 
tne classroom three years prior to publ::..cu.tion. Bach ~·age emphasizes 
th• <.:.e7elopment of basic ty-per·,:riting skills. Each lesson is made up <Jf 
a finger viarmup drill, a !{eyboard revie'iJ' the new ke~r control, a;.1d. tJ:1e 
try out. The new-J key control drill is used ::cr the t::..rne tll;:;.t the ke~·-
board is taught then it changes to the ke;yooard. control drill. Starting 
as early as lesson 2 the letters learned are miilde into v-:crds and it is 
called c. checkup drill. The checkup consists of independent t;n::·ing 
bringing in shcrt words, and group of 'ironis. Sent"':".Ces appear as e<:>.r1y 
as le~son 5. In this lesson 5 the checkup takes the name of producti.::m 
chec.:kt.p. The te•cher' s manual that accompanies this textl:;::;'):~ has a 
t:.nic::ue feature thc::.t of printed notes in red in the mz.rgins. ':b~3e notes 
give hi:r1ts :.~nd teaching )rocedt:.res to the teach:'!r. 
Boston Undver•ity 
School of Education 
Library 
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Tidwell, Fred M., Stuart, Esta Ross, TIDilELL-STUART TYPING, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1954. 
Pages: 272 Complete Course 
Price : $3 .16 Complete Course 
2.40 One-Year Course 
2.00 Advanced Course 
Annotation: 
TIDWELL-STUART TYPIID with its 200 or more lucid line cuts 
and photographs explains to students how to master every typing tech-
nique. An important feature is the "high frequency" approach to key-
board learning that teaches letters by the frequenc.y of their occur-
renee in words. This approach enables students to gain command of 90 
per cent of their eventual business vocabulary by the time they have 
completed the book. The use of clear and precise language, practice 
drills in letter, in word and phrase, and interesting timed material 
which make this text a very outstanding book. 
To satisfY different needs the complete course is organized 
in two separate sections: one-year course and the advanced course. 
Workbooks are available for each part. Certificates of proficiency 
are offered to students who complete this course. 
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Thompson, James E., TABULATION TYPING, Gregg Publishing Division, 
!·!cGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, New York, 1955. 
Pages: 64 
Price: $1.39 
Annotation: 
TABULATION TYPING presents the use of non-arithmetical 
"easy w~" tabulation. Since this book is exclusively on tabulation 
it "telescopes" all the tabulation exercises of a two-year course in 
a 64 pages of intensive learning. The exercises are carefully grad-
uated from simple problems of tabulation to the most complex ones. 
Tidwell, M. Fred, Kittleman, Richard s., and Suver, J. Allen, TESTED 
~NG DRILLS, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey, 1955. 
Pages: 64 
Price : $1. 40 
Annotation: 
TESTED TYPING DRILLS contain all the basic technique drills 
needed to make experts out of beginning and trained typists. The spe-
cial feature that makes this small textbook outstanding is that it 
includes such drills as analogous words and numbers, digraphs, typing 
demons, initial and terminal syllables, frequent phrases and stroke 
building sentences. These permit the student to concentrate and to 
correct his particular defects. 
Wanous, S. J., STATISTICAL TYPING, SECOND EmTION, South-1vestern 
Publishing Company, New Rochelle, New York, 1956. 
Pages: 62 
Price: $0.80 
Annotation: 
STATISTICAL TYPING, SECO~'D EmTION, is a textbook of 62 
pages which covers the setting up of tables on the typewriter. Conse-
<p.ently it places emphasis on arranging, centering, tabulating, and 
the use of symbols. Great stress is given to proofreading. 
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Ge~1tlemen: 
Please send a copy of your current descriptive 
catalogs of college textbooks. 
I am compiling an annotated bibliography of 
college textbo9ks in business education from 1954 
to 1959 inclusive. 
~'Jill you also please send any supplementary 
lists of recent textbooks on the college level. 
Since tr.is bibliography will comprise books copy-
righted 195'9 please put my name on your mailing 
list for any publications coming out during the 
year. 
Sincerely yours, 
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Gentlemen: 
Enclosed are lists of your textbooks on the 
college level about v.nich I need inf::>rmation. I 
shall greatly appreciate your co-operation in 
checking these lists for errors or omissions. 
1. Please add any missing information con-
cerning any publication within the last five years, 
l95h-19;'9. 
2. Draw a line through any item which is out 
of print • 
.3. Also draw a line through an:,r item listed 
m ich is not on the college level. 
4. Add any titles that may have been omitted. 
A self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience in returning the completed lists. 
Sincerely yours, 
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